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Accurate and Efficient Testing of the

Exponential and Logarithm Functions in Ada

Ping Tak Peter Tang

Abstract

We illustrate how table-driven techniques can be used to test highly accurate implemen-

tations of EXP and LOG. Our tests report the largest error observed in EXP and LOG

accurately to within 1/500 unit in the last place. Methods to verify the tests' reliability

are discussed. Results of applying the tests to our own as well as to a number of other
implementations of EXP and LOG are presented.

1 Introduction

Two recent events contributed to the revival of interest in high-quality elementary func-

tion implementations. The first was the adoption of the IEEE Standard for Floating-

Point Arithmetic [9] which motivates implementors to construct functions with accura-
cies comparable to perfect roundings of the six basic instructions +, -, *, /, .j, and

remainder (see, for example, [7]). The second was the drafting of some proposals for
standard specifications of elementary functions for the language Ada (see the pioneering
work of [12] and the more recent work of [14]). The proposed specification in [14] imposes

explicit accuracy requirements on each of the elementary functions included in the draft.

From the various activities on implementation induced by those two events, there
arises a natural need for test programs of sufficiently high resolution that will separate the

high-quality libraries from the low, and those that conform to the proposed specification
from those that do not.

In the past, test programs like those in the ELEFUNT test package [5] have been low
in resolution; and the only high-resolution tests available inevitably compute functions in

extended precision. That method is impractically slow (cf. [13]) when extended precision

is software simulated in a way that provides arbitrarily high precision (for example, in

[3]).
Only recently did the work of Liu [13] show that a combination of table-driven tech-

niques and clean arithmetic environment can result in an efficient and high-resolution

test program that is reasonably portable as well. There are two drawbacks in [13], how-

ever. First, in order to avoid large tables of values in the source program, the number

of breakpoints (see Section 2) in [13] is limited. This consequently limits the resolution
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to not much finer than 1/16 of a unit in the last place (ulp). For implementations of

elementary functions with accuracies around, say, 0.6 ulp, the error reported can be as

large as 0.66 ulp. Thus, the resolution of 1/16 ulp leaves room for improvement. Another

drawback is that, with the exception of the tests for e, log x, and arctan x, the tests

documented in [13] work only on the primary intervals, [-1,1] for e -1, [0,r/2) for sin,
etc.

Our work is partly motivated by the high-quality work in [13] and partly by our
involvement in drafting the specification for Ada. To increase the resolution of the test

program to much higher than what [13] can offer, we select our breakpoints in a way that
the number of tabulations needed in the source program remains moderate, regardless of
the number of breakpoints employed, for example, 32 tabulations for 65,536 breakpoints
(cf. Section 4.2). The large number of breakpoints, together with the way in which

random test arguments are constructed, gives us a test program with resolution on the
order of 1/500 ulp. Moreover, the method we employ in constructing random test argu-
ments can also be extended naturally beyond the primary intervals (independent of the
function under test) in a way that the resolution is preserved. Finally, our assumptions
about the arithmetic environment allow us to implement our test program as a generic
package in Ada. Provided a few modest assumptions in addition to those already im-
plied by Ada are satisfied (cf. the Brown model in [4] and [1]), our test program is
portable and accommodates functions from roughly 24 significant bits to 113 significant
bits ('digits 6 to 'digits 33 in Ada). In particular, the test program accommodates
IEEE Std-754's single and double precision; VAX's s-format, d-format, g-format, and
h-format; and IBM 360/370's single, double, and quadruple precision.

This paper presents our test method for EXP and LOG on their entire domain.
Section 2 states the assumptions made about the underlying arithmetic, defines the no-
tation employed throughout the paper, and outlines the computations with breakpoints
and table-driven techniques in general. Section 3 and Section 4 discuss the application
of the ideas in Section 2 to testing EXP and LOG, respectively. Section 5 discusses the
reliability and verification of the test program itself. Test results for the test program
are also included. Section 6 presents the results of our test program applied to various
existing libraries in the different Ada systems to which we have access and to our own
portable generic implementations of EXP and LOG in Ada. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper with some observations and discussion of future work.

2 General Discussion

Throughout the paper, we consider the testing of the two functions EXP and LOG in
some floating-point format referred to as working precision. Two assumptions about
working precision are made. First, we assume that the working precision satisfies the
Brown model with 21 significant bits. In terms of Ada, the 'digits attribute of the
working-precision type has to be at least 6. Second, we assume that whenever the

difference X - Y between two working-precision numbers X and Y is representable
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exactly in working precision, the instruction Z := X - Y must also be exact. These two
assumptions are modest and are satisfied by all those arithmetic systems mentioned at
the end of Section 1.

To facilitate our analysis of issues related to rounding errors, we employ the following
system of notation. All real numbers that are representable exactly in working precision
are denoted by English letters A, B, C, x, y, z, etc. Real numbers that are not necessarily
representable in working precision are denoted by Greek letters a,3, y, etc. We use
E to denote one unit in the last place (ulp) of 1 in working precision. The symbol =
denotes the ordinary equality sign, and the expressions on both sides of it denote ordinary
mathematical quantities. For example,

X+y=a

means that the sum of the two working-precision numbers equals the real number a.
Unlike =, the symbol := denotes the assignment operator in programming languages.
Thus, expressions on the right of := denote machine operations (with rounding errors)
executed in the order prescribed by parentheses, if present. For example,

Z := x*y

means that Z is the working-precision number obtained by multiplying (and rounding)
the two machine numbers x and y. Typically,

Z - xy = O(ZE).

Finally, exp and log denote the mathematical functions, and EXP and LOG denote the
implemented functions.

Now, let F be the implementation of an elementary function f, say exp, and let T
be a given input argument. Our objective is to compute

f(T) - F(T) + O(2-9E)f(T).

Equivalently, we must be able to obtain the value

f(T)(1 + O(2-9E)),

which cannot in general be represented by a working-precision number. Therefore, our

calculations seek three (sometimes two) working-precision numbers R1 , R2 , and R3 such
that

R1 + R2 + R3 = f(T)(1 + O(2-9)).

The result we need is then obtained by performing the subtraction

R 1 + R 2 + R3 - F(T)

carefully. In the rest of this section, we outline how we calculate R1 , R2 , and R3 with a
table-driven technique.

3



Given an input argument T, table-driven implementations of f(T) usually involve
three steps (see [2], [6], [8], and [17]). First, T is reduced to some primary interval that
depends on the function in question. Furthermore, the reduced argument is decomposed
as a small displacement X to some particular breakpoint, chosen beforehand, in the
primary interval. Typically, the function values at the breakpoints are calculated in
advance and tabulated in the source program. Second, an approximation to f(X) at the
displacement X is computed. Third, the value f(T) is reconstructed from the computed
value of f(X), the tabulated values at the breakpoints, and some other information. In
order that the final result be sufficiently accurate, however, each of these three steps
involves details we now discuss more fully.

2.1 Backward Argument Reduction

The first step described above usually involves a subtraction

T-p-B,

where B is a working-precision breakpoint and p corresponds to an integer multiple of
some period that is not machine representable. Moreover, p depends on T and therefore
has to be calculated at run time. The approximate p thus obtained from calculation
contributes a major source of error in the implemented function.

Fortunately, that error can be easily controlled in testing. We can choose to con-
centrate on the T's with the same p and B, before moving on to other locations of the
domain. Consequently, we can afford to spend considerable time on calculating a very
accurate approximation to p, say P1 + P2 where

P + P2 = p + O(2- 15 E)p
P2 = O(2-15)P

which will then be used for a large number of test cases before it is discarded. Moreover,
the argument reduction can be done accurately and efficiently as follows:

1. Choose a small displacement X at random.

2. Define the test argument T to be

T := (Pi +B)+X.

3. Calculate the displacement T - (P1 + P2 + B) accurately in two pieces X and x
thus:

X :=T-(Pi+B), x:=-P2 .

Note that P1 and B can be designed carefully so that P1 + B is machine rep-
resentable and the subtraction T - (P1 + B) is exact. (For details, see Section
3.2.)
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2.2 Breakpoints

Typically, the breakpoints are working-precision numbers with a small number of signif-
icant bits, the advantages of which will become obvious later on. Moreover, at each of
the breakpoints B, the function value f(B) is calculated to extra precision beforehand.
Each of these extra-precise values is represented by two working-precision numbers, say
C and c, that are either tabulated in the source program or initialized at the beginning
of the program through some calculations.

2.3 Approximation and Reconstruction

The value f(X) at the displacement X is usually approximated by a polynomial in X.
In general, this value is also calculated in two working-precision numbers; in order to
achieve that, X itself may have to be broken up into two pieces. Care must be taken to
reconstruct the final result so as to preserve the extra precision that is already obtained
through careful calculation of f(X) and the highly accurate values at the breakpoints.

These ideas will be illustrated explicitly in the next section.

3 Testing EXP

Given a test argument T, our objective here is to calculate exp(T) to roughly 10 ex-
tra bits, exp(T)(1 + O(2-10E)), and evaluate the difference exp(T)(1 + O(2-10 E)) -
EXP(T) accurately. Section 3.1 shows how that is done for T in the primary inter-
val [- log 2/2, log 2/2]. Those techniques are then extended in Section 3.3 to handle
arguments outside the primary interval.

3.1 Testing EXP on the Primary Interval

We first describe our choice of breakpoints in [- log 2/2, log 2/2]. The generation of test
arguments and the subsequent backward argument reduction are then discussed. Finally,
we present our computation of the extra-precise approximation exp(T)(1+0(2-10E)) and

of the high-resolution error exp(T)(1 + O(2-10 E)) - EXP(T).

3.1.1 Breakpoints for EXP

First, we define the working-precision number B by

B := 2-10*(truncate-to-integer(210* log 2/32)).

Thus, B has five significant bits and B : log 2/32. The breakpoints B,, -16 < j 16,
are defined by

Bi = jB, j = -16, -15,..., -1,0, 1,..., 15,16.

Thus,
log 2 log 2

- - B 16 <B 15 <...< Bo <B 1 < ... <B 1 6 ,' .
2 2
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Moreover, for each B, , we calculate C, and c, beforehand by

C,:= 2-12*(truncate-to-integer(2' 2 exp(B))),

ci := round- to-working-precision(exp(B) - C).

It is crucial that cJ be calculated to full machine precision so that

C + c, = exp(B,) + O(2-12c), -16 <j 16.

These C's and c3 's are tabulated in our Ada source program as literals in base 16,
which Ada conveniently accepts. Hence, the C's are represented exactly. Moreover,
Ada guarantees that the conversions for the C's are exact and those for the c,'s are
accurate (see [1], Section 4.5.7).

3.2 Generation and Reduction of Test Arguments

Our choice of breakpoints implies that the set of numbers

{B, + X j X is working precision and IXI B/2}

contains all the working-precision numbers in [- log 2/2, log 2/21. Thus, we generate
random arguments in [- log 2/2, log 2/2] as follows:

1. Pick j E {-16, -15,...,16} at random or one by one exhaustively.

2. Generate an integer I E [-21 0 B,2 1 0 B] at random.

3. Define X := 2-11I. (X has at most 5 significant bits.)

4. Generate a working-precision number z E [-211,2-11] at random.

5. Define the test argument T by

T := (B,+X)+x.

The test argument T thus obtained is approximately B, + X + x. We are now ready to
perform argument reduction, the sole purpose of which is to modify x so that

T=B,+X+x.

First, observe that B, + X is representable in 11 significant bits and consequently the
operation Y := B; + X is exact. Next, observe that T - Y is always exact; the reasons
are as follows. If B, $ 0, then IY I> B/2 and, because lxi < 2-11, we have T/Y a 1.
Therefore the cancellation in T - Y ensures exactness of the operation. Now consider
B, = 0, in which case Y = X. Note that T - Y is exact (for a trivial reason) whenever
X = 0. Thus, it suffices to consider X # 0. In this case, note that |XI > |zH always
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and T - Y is again exact. Consequently, our backward argument reduction involves the

redefinition of z by

Y : B) + X. and

z T - Y.

After this reduction. we have
T= B+X+i.

3.2.1 Computation of Error

We first compute exp(T) to high accuracy by obtaining R1 . R2 , and R3 such that

R1 + R2 + R3 = exp(T)(1 + O(2- 10E)).

We then compute the difference

RI + R2 + R3 - EXP(T)

accurately.
Since T = B + X + x. therefore

exp(T) = exp(B,)exp(X + z).

Recall that the tabulated values C, and c satisfy

C, + c, = exp(B,) + O(2-12 E).

Thus.
(C) + cj)exp(X + z) = exp(T) + O(2-12 E).

Consequently, we need to compute exp(X + z) to high accuracy. For this, we turn to
the Taylor series expansion

exp( X +)= 1+(X+z)+Z k

Since IX + 1' < 2-6. we can find a small integer N such that

k'r= exp(X + r) - 1 - (X + r) + O(2-20).
k=2 k

For i = 2- 23 . = 7 suffices: forE = 2-52 . N = 11 suffices: and for E = 2-112, N = 16

suffices. Thus. we calculate the truncated Taylor series by lioner's recurrence as exhibited
in the following pseudo-computer program:

..

r



Y :=X +x;P :=1/N!
Fork = N - 1,N -2,...2 do:

{P := Y*P + 1/k!}
P := Y*Y*P.

Because (X s) 2 < 2-13, the rounding error accumulated in P is O(2-12). Thus,

= N (N k

P=( k'+0(2- 1h).

k=2

Therefore,
P = exp(X + x) - (1 + X + x) + O(2-12 E)

and
(C, + c)(1 + X + x + P) = exp(T) + O(2-12 ).

Consequently, we define R1, R 2 , and R3 by

R1:=C,

R2 :=C +X

R3 := C*(z+P)+cje*(1+(X +(z+P))).

Observe that C2*X is exact (X has at most 5 significant bits, and CG at most 13) and
because of the small magnitude of x, c, and P,

R3= C(x + P) + c(1 + X + + P) + O(2-1E).

Thus,

R 1 + R2 + R3 = exp(T) + O(2-1E).

Moreover, since exp(T) > 1/2, we have

R1 + R2 + R3 = exp(T)(1 + O(2-10)).

Finally, let Z be the result obtained by invoking the implemented function EXP at
T thus:

Z := EXP(T).

We must now compute the difference R1 + R 2 + R3 - Z accurately. Observe that S1

R1 - Z is exact, provided EXP is not totally unreasonable (any EXP with an error within,
say, a thousand ulps suffices). The reason is that Z E [1/2,2] and 1R1 - Z ; 2- 5 . Thus,
the cancellation between Z and R1 ensures exactness. Next, observe that R2 has at

most 18 significant bits and that 22 3 R2 must be an integer. Thus S2 := Si + R2 is exact.

Finally, observe that 1521 < 2-10 and 1R31 < 2-10. Thus, the operation S3 := S 2 + R3

gives S3 = S2 + R3 + O(2-1 0 E). Consequently,

S3 = R 1 +R 2 +R 3 -Z+O(2-1E)

= exp(T) - Z + O(2-9).
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3.3 Testing EXP outside the Primary Interval

The major difference between testing EXP on [- log 2/2, log 2/2] and testing EXP outside
[- log 2/2, log 2/2] is that the latter requires test arguments of the form

T klog2+Bj+X+x,

instead of
T=Bj+X+x.

That k log 2 is not machine representable (in fact, transcendental) poses some problems.
But suppose for the moment that the difference between T and k log 2 + Bj + X + z is
"negligible," whatever that means. Then

exp(T) = 2k exp(B + X + x)

2(R 1 + R2 + R3)

2k R1 + 2k R2 + 2 R3,

where R1 , R2 , and R3 are calculated as done previously. The difference exp(T) - EXP(T)
can be obtained to high accuracy easily with the calculations presented before. Thus, the
crucial matter is indeed to obtain test argument T such that T approximates k log 2 +
Bj + X + x extremely well.

The crux of the problem is to construct an approximation L.lead and L.trail such
that

Lead + L.trail = k log 2 + O(2-12E).

This can be achieved as follows:

1. Define L 1 , L2, L3 , and L4 by

L1 := 2-12 - truncate-to-integer(2 12 log 2)

L2 := 2-24 . truncate-to-integer(2 2 4 -(log 2 - L1 ))

L3 := 2--36 . truncate-to-integer(23 - (log 2 - L1 - L2 ))

L4 := round-to-working-pre sion(log2 - L1 - L2 - L3).

2. Define kL 1 ,kL 2 ,kL3 . and kL4 by

kLj := k*L3  j = 1,2,3,4.

Provided the number of significant bits in working precision is at least

12 + the width of the exponent field,

k*L, is exact for j = 1,2,3. Thus,

4

ZkLj = k log2 + O(k2-%3 E),
j=1

9



and provided Ik < 224 (for all the Ada systems and floating-point systems we are

aware of, Iki < 2w6),
4

ZkL, = klog2 + 0(2-12 E).
j=1

3. Define lead and L-trail as follows:

Lead := kL 1 + 2-12*truncate-to-integer(21 2 *kL2 )

Lead := lead + 2-12 *truncate-to-integer(2 1 2 *kL3)

L-trail := kL4 + (kL3 - 2-12 *truncate-to-integer(2 12 *kL3 ))

L-trail := Ltrail + (kL 2 - 212 *truncate-to-integer(2 12 *kL2 )).

After LJead and L-trail have been calculated, test arguments are generated as follows:

1. Pick j E {-16, -15,...,16) at random or one by one exhaustively.

2. Generate an integer I E [-21 0 B,2" B] at random.

3. Define X := 2-11I. (X has at most 5 significant bits.)

4. Generate a working-precision number x E [-211,2-11] at random.

5. Define the test argument T by

T := (LJead + B + X)+ x.

We use the technique in Section 3.2 here to reduce the test argument. Overwrite x by

x := T-(LJead+B+ j+X)
x := x-L..trail.

Hence,
T = klog2 + B + X + x + O(2- 2 E).

The remaining calculations are clear, and EXP can indeed be tested over its entire
domain.

4 Testing LOG

Similar to the testing of EXP, for a given test argument T, our objective here is to

compute log(T) to roughly 10 extra bits, log(T)(1+0(2-10 E)), and evaluate the difference

log(T)(1 + 0(2-1o)) - LOG(T)

accurately. The method for testing LOG near 1 is different from testing LOG at other

places. Section 4.1 discusses the test for T E [1 - 2-5, 1 + 2-5], and Section 4.2 presents
the test on the primary interval [1/f, f] which uses a large number of breakpoints.

That method is then extended in Section 4.3 to cover the entire domain.
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4.1 Testing LOG near 1

Here we are concerned with arguments T E [1 - 2 -5,1 + 2-s]. The test here needs no
breakpoints or tabulated values. We discuss, in order, the general approximation scheme,
the generation of test arguments, and the computation of error.

4.1.1 Approximation Scheme

Let 1+S be a working-precision number in [1-2-5,1 + 2-s]. We must first find a suitable
expansion for log(1 + S) that we can exploit to give an extra-precise representation of
it. The first candidate that comes to mind is

log(1+ S)= S- - + -
2 3

Based on this expansion, one may try

R1 := S

N g
R2 := (1)k+ k

k=2

There are two problems. First, the magnitude of the term R2 is too large. Note that

log(1 + S)I ~~ jS|, and |R21 1S12/2.

Consequently, R1 + R2 can offer an extra accuracy of no more than O( E), which can
be as little as 6 extra bits. Second, the Taylor expansion converges slowly, and therefore

N has to be large. For example, in order that

N gk

Z:(-1)k+1 = log(1 + S) - S + O(2-2 0 E)log(1 + S),
k=2

N > 8 for c = 2-23, N > 14 for E = 2-52, and N > 26 for E = 2-12. Fortunately, there
is an alternative expansion for log(1 + S) that solves the second problem immediately,
and the first one also, but with some additional work.

Consider the transformation a = 2S/(2 + S):

log(1+S) = log(+- /) = a + a ( +)2+-a +-.
1- a/2 3,2 52

This Taylor series converges much faster than the previous one. For example, in order
that

N Qa2k

a ~ 2k+ 1 (2) = log(1 +5)-a + O(2-2 0E)log(1 +S),
k-1

N = 3 suffices for E = 2-23. N = 5 suffices for E = 2-52, and N = 10 suffices for
c = 2-112. Moreover, observe that the niaguitude of log(1 + 5) - a is approximately

I1



ISI3/12. This magnitude is smaller than I log(1 + S)| by a factor of 1S2/12, which is less
than 2-13.

The approximation scheme has now emerged. We calculate an extra-precise approx-
imation to 2S/(2 + S),

25'

R1 + ri = + O(2-12 Isle),

and compute the truncated Taylor series

N 1 2k

k-1Z2k+ 1 2
k=

by simple Honer's recurrence. Then

R 1 + r1 + P = log(1 + S) + O(2-121SIE).

The next subsection describes how we generate the test arguments in a form such that
R1 and r1 can be computed conveniently. That computation, together with the related
error analysis, is presented in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.2 Generation of Test Arguments

The test arguments T to be generated take the form T = 1 + S, where

S = (X+X)

X = 2- 12 J, J=0,1,...,2 7 -1, and
x = a working-precision number in [0,2-12].

Thus, S E [-2-5,2-"]. Later, we will show how 2S/(2 + 3) can be accurately approxi-
mated in terms of X and x. The algorithm for random generation of test arguments is
as follows:

1. Generate a sign h E {-1, 1) at random.

2. Generate an integer J, 0 < J K 27 - 1 at random. Define X := 2-12J.

3. Generate a working-precision number x E [0,2-12] at random.

4. Define T and S by

T := 1+h*(X+x)

S := T-1.

5. Redefine x by x := SI - X.

After these five steps, we have

T = 1+ S = 1+h(X +x).

12



4.,1.3 Computation of Error

Ve have shown previously (Section 4.1) that the crux in obtaining an accurate log(1+ S)
lies in an accurate representation of 2S/(2 + S), which we now discuss.

2S S2 S3

= S -
2+S 2 2(2+S)'

S-(X+ X)2 + S

2  2(2+S)'

= (- X2)((X+X)
2  X2) S3

2 2 2) 2(2+S)'

X2  1 _____

= (S- 7 )- x(2x+x)+ 2(2+S)

We compute R1 and r1 by

1
R1: S - -*X*X

r1 := S*S*S / 2*(2 + S) - 2*x*(X + X + x).

Note that

x(2X +x) IxSI 2-121S1,

and

|S2/2(2 + S)I "IS3/4 2-121S1.

Thus,
1 53

rl = -- x(2X + x) + + + O(2-1c)ISI.
22(2 + S)

Now the crucial fact is
x2

R1 = SN-o- .2

The fact is trivial when S = 2-s or 0. So let us consider - 2 -s < S < 2-5. In binary
format,

L - 5 bits

S = 0.00000'xxx" xxx.

L bits
Because 1 + S is a working-precision number, L equals either the number of significant
bits in working precision or that number less one. From the picture, it is clear that

S = 2-LI for some integer 1,0 < I < 2L-5

Recall that
X = 2-1 2 J for some integer J,0 < J < 27.

13



Thus,

S -1- 2 = 2 -LI 2-25 J 2

First, suppose L > 25. Then

S - 1X2 = 2 -L(I 2L-25J2 ).
S2

But

I 2L-2 21 < 2 L-4

Therefore, S - jX2 is representable in L - 4 bits. Next, suppose L < 24. Then

S - -X2 2- 25( 2 25-LI J2).

But
225-L1 J 2 I < 220 +214< 221

Therefore S - 2X2 is representable in 21 bits. Indeed, R1 = S - jX2 ,and

R1 + r1 = 2S + Q(2-12 )jSj.

Co sequently, the approximation R1 + R2 to log(1 + S) can be computed by

U S/(2 + S); V := U*U;
P := 1/(2N + 1);
Fork= N-1,N-2,...,1do:

{P := P*V + 1/(2k + 1); }
R2 := 2*U*V*P + r 1.

The previous analysis shows that

R1 + R2 = log(1 + 5) + O(2-1 )ISI
= log(1 + S)(1+ O(2-11)).

Finally, it is easy to see that R1 - LOG(T) has to be exact and that R2 + (R1 - LOG(T))

must also be accurate. Thus, we can compute

log(T) - LOG(T) + O(2- 0 E)log(T)

for T E [1 - 2-s,1 + 2 -51

4.2 Testing LOG on the Primary Interval

We first describe our choice of breakpoints in [1/V/, f . The generation of test argu-
ments and the subsequent backward argument reduction are then discussed. Finally, we
present our computation of the extra-precise approximation log(T)(1 + O(2-9 E)) and of
the high-resolution error log(T)(1 + O(2-9 )) - LOG(T).

14



4.2.1 Breakpoints for LOG

Compared to the test for EXP, the number of breakpoints we need for LOG is much
larger. The reasons are as follows. Let C be a breakpoint in [1/V, , v'2, and let T be a
test argument of the form T = C + X. Then

log(T) = log(C) + log(1 + X/C).

Evaluation of log(1 + X/C) inevitably involves the computation of X/C. If we want to
simulate X/C to extra precision, we not only have to store 1/C to extra precision, but we
also have to perform four multiplications and a number of additions. Thus, extra-precise
simulation for X/C is unattractive. An alternative would be to make X so small that
the rounding error in the operation Y := X/C becomes immaterial. Since I log(T)j can
be as small as 2-5, roughly, lXI cannot be much larger than 2-15 in order that

Y = X/C + O(2-')log(T).

Thus, a rough estimate shows that the distance between consecutive breakpoints should
be approximately 2-15, requiring the number of breakpoints to be approximately 215. It
is impractical, as well as error prone, to tabulate a 215 -entry table of accurate values. In
the rest of this subsection, we describe our specific choice of breakpoints which requires
32 tabulations only.

Each breakpoint in [1, f] is denoted by I3j"?, and each one in [1//,1] is denoted
by 0 1mn. The definition of imn is

I'mn = (1iat)(1 bb)(1 en),

where

at = l2-5, 0 < l< 24 - 1,
bm = n2-9, 0 < nm< 24 - 1,
cn = n2-1, 0 < n < 27 - 1.

It is easy to verify that the distance between consecutive breakpoints is less than 2-15.
(That Q. > Vf and /j-r < 1/V for some 1. in, and n causes no problem.) There are
two important properties of the breakpoints.

First, although the 0,'s may not be working-precision numbers, they are of the
form

30 bits
(1O0.'XXX.XXX) ba 2 .

It is not hard to see that the difference between any machine number T E [1/, V]
and its closest breakpoint (not necessarily unique) is a working-precision number. Con-
sequently, with some care, that difference can be calculated exactly (cf. Section 4.2.2
below).

Second, the values of log(1 bi) and log(1 c) can be calculated to extra precision
fairly easily, as will be shown momentarily. h[ence, those values need not be tabulated
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beforehand; and it suffices to tabulate log(1 a), 0 < I < 15, only. We now describe
our tabulations and calculations of log(1 a), log(1 b,), and log(1 C).

For each 1 a, 0 < 1 < 15, we calculated the value log(1 a) beforehand and
tabulated it as two working-precision numbers U* and u*:

U : 2- 16 *truncate-to-intcger(216log(1 a)),

11 := round-to-workiig-precision(log(1 a) -U0).

Thus, U+, u+ > 0, and Ui~, u~ 0, and

U, + ut = log(1 a) + O(2- 16 E).

For each 1 b 1, 0 < m < 15, we will calculate V and v, once and for all, at run
time just after the test program has been invoked. Let N be an integer large enough
such that

(-1)k+ 1( bn) = log(1 bm)+O(2- 20E).

k=1

For example, N = 8 suffices for E = 2-23, N = 14 suffices for E = 2-52, and N = 26
suffices for E = 2-112. Vn and v n can be computed by

V!:=( b 1 )- bm*bm/2;
P := (-1)N+1/N;
Fork=N-1,N-2,...,3do:

{P := P*( bm) + (-1)k+1/k; }

vm := (kbm )*bm*bm*P.

It is not hard to see that the calculation of V, is exact and that Iv I < 2-16. Thus,

V1 + vm = log(1 bm) + O(2-16E).

Finally, for each 1 c,, 0 < n K 127, we will calculate W, and w* at run time just
after the test program has been invoked. Let N be an integer larger enough such that

(-1)k+1 ( cn) = log(1 I c) + O(2- 20 E).
k=1

For example, N = 4 suffices for E = 2-23, N = 8 suffices for E = 2-52, and N = 14
suffices for E = 2112. 1Vn and wL can be calculated by

Win:= ( c");

P := (-1)N+1/N;
Fork=N-1,N-2,...,2 do:

{P := P*( cn) + (-1)k+1/k; }
wn := Cn*Cn*P.

16



Simple analysis shows that

IVn + wn = log(1 i c) + O(2- 19E).

Consequently,

(U1 + u ) + (V, + v,) + (V + w ) = log(1 i,) + O(2-15E).

4.2.2 Generation and Reduction of Test Arguments

The algorithm for generating a test argument T in the primary interval is as follows:

1. Pick a sign h E {-1,1} at random.

2. Pick 1 < 1 < 15, 0 m i 15, and 0 < n < 127 at random. (Note that 1 > 1
implies Ii mn - 11i> 2-5.)

3. Generate a working-precision number X E [0,2-15] at random.

4. Define S and T by

S := (1 + h*aLj)*(1 + h*bm),

T := S + h*(cn*S + X).

After these four steps,

T ~ (1 + haj)(1 + hbm)(1 + hcn) + hX.

The purpose of the backward argument reduction below is to modify X so that

T = (1+ hat)(1+ hb )(1+ hc,)+ X.

Modify X by the following procedures:

1. X:=T-S;

2. X := X - h*cL;

3. X := X - (al+ bm)*cn;

4. X := X - heajrb, c,.

Analysis similar in spirit to what has been done before shows that each of these four
steps is exact. Hence

T = (1 + ha1)(1 + hbm )(1 + hcn)+ X.

17



4.2.3 Computation of Error

We now compute log(T) to extra precision. Let

O ln = (1 + haj)(1 + hbm)(1 + hcn).

Then
log(T) = log(fn) + log(1 + X/3mn ).

Define R1 and r1 by

R1 := Uf' + Vh+Wri,

r1 u:= + V + Wh.

Note that R1 is computed exactly. Thus,

R1 + r1 = log(1 + XIImn) iO(2-15 E).

We compute R2 , where

R2 = log(1 + X/3!mn) + O(2-15E),

as follows. Let N be an integer large enough such that

N 2k
a + a Ei, ,1_(a) = log(1 ) + O(2-20f)

k12k + 1 21 -a/2

for |0I 2-14. Then, compute R2 by

B S + h*cn*S
Y := h*X/(T + B)
Z:=Y*Y
P := 1/(2N + 1)
Fork=N-1,N-2,...,1do:

{P := I*Z + 1/(2k + 1);}
R2 := 2*(Y + Y*Z*P).

Note that for E = 2-23, N = 2 suffices; for E = 2- 5 2, N = 3 suffices; and for E = 2-112
N = 5 suffices. Since 1R21 2-15, simple error analysis shows that

R 1 + r1 + R2 = log(T) + O(2- 4E).

Because I log(T)l > O(2-5), therefore

R1 + r1 + R2 = log(T) + O(2-9E)log(T).

We can now compute the error by

(R1 - LOG(T))+ (R2 + rl).

18



4.3 Testing LOG outside the Primary Interval

Similar to the situation in extending the testing scheme for EXP beyond its primary
interval, the crux in extending the test for LOG beyond [1/V2,/] lies in calculating
k log 2 to extra precision thus:

Lead + L.trail = k leg 2 + O(2~12 ).

Here, k is any integer such that 2k+1/2 does not overflow and 2k-1/2 does not underflow.
The algorithm in Section 4.2.2 for the generation and reduction of test arguments

can be easily modified to yield arguments T and X such that

T = 2k((1 + haf)(1 + hbm)(1 + hcn) + X).

Hence,
log(T) = k log 2 + log(/3jm) + log(1 + X/3 ).

Section 4.2.3 has already shown how R1 , r1, and R2 can be obtained so that

R1 + ri + R2 = log(#3; n) + log(1 + X//3 ,n) + O(2-14 E).

Hence, to obtain an extra-precise value of log(T), it suffices to have an extra-precise
value of k log 2. Let L.lead and L.trail be calculated as shown in Section 3.3 thus:

Lead + L.trail = k log 2 + O(2-12 ).

We can calculate R1 , R2 , and R3 based on the current values of R1 , rT, R2 , Llead, and
L-trail as follows:

R3 := L.trail + (r1 + R2 );

R2 :=R1;

R1 := Llead.

If |R1t < 41R 21, we redefine R1 and R2 by

R 1 := R1 + R2  and R2 :=0.

Clearly,
R1 + R2 + R3 = log(T) + O(2-1 2 ).

Since |log(T)I > 1/4, therefore

R1 + R2 + R3 = log(T)(1 + O(2-10 E)).

Finally, the error can be computed accurately by

((R1 - LOG(T)) + R2) + R3 .
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Table 1: Various Machines and Compilers Used for Testing

Floating-Point

Machine Compiler Formats

Sequent Balance Sequent VADS IEEE single and double
Sequent Symmetry Sequent VADS IEEE single and double

Sun 3 Alsys IEEE single and double

DEC VAX 8600/8700 DEC Ada VAX h-format

5 Verification of the Tests

To gain confidence in the test programs, we have applied several tests to them.

* Calibration: We used the test programs to test a number of implemented functions
whose accuracies we know.

" Verifying the coefficients: We developed some tests, similar in spirit to our tests
for EXP and LOG and to those in [5], to verify the accuracies of the coefficients
used.

" Cross- examination: We cross-examined the largest reported errors from our test
programs using high-precision calculations.

These tests (described more fully below) and the tests described in Section 6 have been
performed on the machines and compilers tabulated in Table 1.

5.1 Calibration of Test Programs

We first tested EXF' and LOG in a precision lower than the highest one available. The
functions under test, are implemented typically as

sgl(EXP(dble(T))), and sgl(LOG(dble(T))).

Hence, for all practical purposes, these functions are perfect. Consequently, the test
programs, when made to run on sufficiently many arguments over the entire domain,
should report a maximum error of 0.5ulp + noise. The smaller the noise, the more
accurate the test program is. For example, after testing such a perfect LOG function,

Liu's test reports 0.53ulp and ELEFUNT reports 1.0ulp ([15], pp. 48-49). The noise
levels for the two test programs are thus roughly 1/32 and 1/2 ulp, respectively.

Moreover, since the test programs do not rely on extra-precise arithmetic, the cali-
bration results not only give us a good idea of the quality of the test programs in the
lower precisions, but also illustrate the reliability of the test methods in general. The
calibration results for lower precision are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Results of Calibration for Single Precision
Each function is tested on one million arguments.

Max. Error Observed
Machine Function (in 3 sig. digits)

Sequent Balance EXP 0.500 ulp
LOG 0.500 ulp

Sequent Symmetry EXP 0.500 ulp
LOG 0.500 ulp

San 3 EXP 0.500 ulp
LOG 0.500 ulp

To calibrate our test programs in the highest precision available in a similar fashion,
we would need functions that are perfect in that precision. Such a LOG function is
readily available on the Sequent Symmetry because the Intel 30387 supports a base-2
logarithm in 64 significant bits to almost full accuracy. Since

log(X) = log(X )/ log 2 e.

provided the constant log2 e and the division are both accurate to 64 bits, the natural
logarithm thus obtained would be -perfect" in double precision (53 bits) (see [10] for
details). Indeed, the maximum error observed when the double-precision LOG is tested
at one million arguments over the entire domain is 0.500 ulp. Incidentally, although the
Motorola MC68881 supports both the exponential and natural logarithm functions in 64
bits, they are not sufficiently accurate for our calibration purposes; see Sections 6 and
5.3.

Calibration for the EXP test in the highest precision is different. Since the Intel
processor supports only 2' and not e. the straightforward implementation

EXPX) := 2x'*8 2

would not be perfect over the entire domain in double precision even if both the multi-
plication X* log2 e and the subsequent exponentiation are accurate to 64 bits. Analysis
illustrating this can be found in [5]. p. 60. and [17]. The calibration results summarized
in Table 3 are consistent with the error analysis in the spirit of [17].

5.2 Verifying the Coefficients

In order for test programs to work correctly. the coefficients they embody must be correct.

Our major concern is the coefficients that are tabulated in the program as literals, since
a slight corruption in them can easily go undetected. Although the calibration tests
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Table 3: Results of Calibration Test of Double-Precision EXP
Test is performed on the Sequent Symmetry with an Intel 30387.

Interval Error Interval Error Interval Error
[0, 2] log 2 0.500 ulp [300, 400] log 2 0.623 ulp [600, 7001) log 2 0.743 ulp

[2,5] -log 2 0.501 ulp :[4400.500] - log 2 0.637 ulp [700, 800] - log 2 0.760 ulp
[100, 300J- log 2 0.564 ulp [500, 600] - log 2 0.730 ulp [800, 1020] -log 2 0.780 ulp

have already confirmed the reliability of these coefficients to a large extent, our tests
here can serve as a double check. Moreover, whereas calibration tests are troublesome
to set up, and may not be available in the highest precision, the tests in this section can
be executed conveniently prior to testing any EXP or LOG in any precision, as long as
a floating-point type with 41 or more significant bits ('digits 12) is supported. Thus,
the cautious user can incorporate these tests as a self-test to guard against coefficients
corrupted by, say, file transmission error.

5.2.1 Coefficients for the EXP Test

The coefficients for the EXP test to be verified are

C, + c = exp(jB) + O(2-12 ), j = -16, -15, ... , 16,

where B = (0.058)b.,I6. Since IB| < 2-s, we can calculate exp(B) to extra precision as
D1 + dl as follows:

D =1+ B;
dl := 1/20!;
For k = 19, 18,. .. , 2 do:

dl := d*B + 1/k!;
dl := d*B*B.

Clearly
D1 + dl = exp(B) + 0(2-10 ).

If the difference
E := ((C'1 - D1 )+ c1) - dl

is of the order of 2-8 , the coefficients C 1 and c1 are reasonably reliable.
Since

exp(jB) = exp((j - 1)B) exp(B),

as long as

(C,-1 + c,. 1 )(D1 + d1 ) = C) + c + O(2-Ac). j = 2.3,...,16,
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the coefficients C, and c, 1 < j < 16, are all reasonably reliable. To verify that, we do
the following:

For j=2,3, . .. , 16 do:

Dj := C-_1*D1;

d:Cj..*di + (c.-1*D1 + c,-..1 *di);
E =((C, - D) + Cj) - dj ;

If IEI = O(2-8 ), then Cj and c are reasonably reliable.

The coefficients C, and c for j = -1, -2,..., -16 can be verified similarly.

5.2.2 Table Entries for the LOG Test

The coefficients to be verified are Uj* and ut, where

U} + ul = log(1 i )+0(2-16E), 1 = 1,2,...,15

and where
a=12~5 , l=1,2,...,15.

For 1 = 1,2,... ,8, we verify Uj+ and u+ as follows:

M1 := 2- 12truncate..toJnteger(21 2 /3);
M2:=1/3-Mi;
For 1= 1, 2, . .. ,8 do:

Si := a1 - (1/2)*(aj) 2 + A1*(a1)3 - (1/4)*(aj) 4 ;
S2 := 1/33;
For k=32,31,...,5 do:

S2 := S2 *a, + (- 1)(k+i)/k;
S2 := S2*(al)2
S2 := 82 + M2 ;
S2 := S2*(a,)3
E := ((U+ - Si) + u) -S2

If |El= 0(2-10), U,+ and u+ are reasonably reliable.

The verification of U~ and u~ for 1 = 1,2,...,8 is similar.
For l= 9, 10,...,15, we verify U,* and ut by checking whether

exp(U1g + u}) = (1 a) + 0(2-1c).

This is done with the help of the coefficients C, and c; for exp(jB).

For 1= 8,9,..., 15 do:

j := round-to-integer(U,+/B);

if j > 16 then
T := C16 *C _i6 ; I := C16*c,- 11 + (c16 *C-.16 + c16*cp.-16);
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otherwise
T:= C;; t:= c 1;

end if;
R:= U1+- j*B; r := u+; lV := R + r;
Z :: 1/16!;
For k := 15, 14,. . , 2 do:

Z := Z*W + 1/k!;
Z := Z*W*W;
S 1 := T; S2 := T*R;
S3 := T*(r + Z) + t*(1 + (W + Z));

E := (((1 +a,) -Si) -S2)- S;

If |El= O(2-8s), U+ and u, are reasonably reliable.

The verification of Uj- and uT is similar.

5.3 Cross-Examination

Our test programs divide the entire domain into a number of intervals. In each of these

intervals, the function under test is examined on a large number of arguments. In ad-
dition to reporting the largest observed error in that interval, the programs report the
computed function value exhibiting that error, together with the corresponding argu-
ment, in their exact representation. Consequently, one can cross-examine the validity of
the report by using a high-precision calculation at just those few places.

For all the tests (including the calibration tests) we report in this paper, we have
cross-examined the results and found the reported errors correct to within 0.0005 ulp.

6 Test Results

On each of the machines we have worked on, we tested the EXP and LOG functions
supported by the Ada compiler in question, and we also tested our own portable generic
Ada implementation of EXP and LOG [16]. On the machines with IEEE arithmetic,
we tested both the single-precision ('digits 6) and the double-precision ('digits 15)
functions. On the VAX, we tested the quadruple precision ('digits 33) functions. To

summarize our results on each machine-function combination, we report the maximum
observed error in ulps on three different intervals, Ii, '2, and 13, that roughly partition
the entire input domain. The precise ranges of these intervals are given in Tables 4 and

5.

6.1 Sequent Balance

For the Sequent Balance, we used the Sequent Ada compiler, version 5.41.6, derived from
the Verdix Ada Development Systeii (VAI)S), which provides a nongeneric elementary
function package MATH in single and double precision ('digits 6 and 15, respectively).
The test results are summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
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Table 4: Ranges of Test Intervals for EXP

Single Precision Double Precision Quadruple Precision

It i[0, 5] -log2 I [0, 5] -log 2 [0, 5] -log 2
I2 i[5, 70] - log 2 [5, 600] -log 2 [5, 8000] " log 2
13 [70, 124] . log 2 [600, 1020] . log 2 t[8000, 16380] .log 2

Table 5: Ranges of Test Intervals for LOG

Single Precision Double Precision Quadruple Precision

I1 2 10,51 21(0151 2 10,51
12 2[5,70] 2 (5,600] 2 (5,60001

13 2[70,124] 2 [600'10201 2 [8000,16360]

Table 6: Test Results for EXP on the Sequent Balance

No. of Test Single Precision Double Precision
Arguments (x 103) Interval VADS Tang VAJS Tang

100 I1 0.500 0.501 1.640 0.523
200 12 0.500 0.501 1.644 0.521
150 13 0.500 0.501 1.683 0.521

Table 7: Test Results for LOG on the Sequent Balance

No. of Test Single Precision Double Precision
Arguments (x10 3 ) Interval VADS Tang VADS Tang

100
200
150

11
142

13

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.500

2.593
1.933
1.742

0.562
0.501
0.500



Table 8: Test Results for EXP on the Sequent Symmetry

No. of Test
Arguments (x 10 3 ) Interval

Single Precision
VADS Tang

Double Precision
VADS Tang

100 I 0.500 0.501 0.501 0.511
200 Is 0.500 0.501 0.730 0.511
150 13 0.500 0.501 0.780 0.510

Table 9: Test Results for LOG on the Sequent Symmetry

No. of Test Single Precision Double Precision
Arguments (x10 3 ) Interval VADS Tang VADS Tang

100
200
150

I1
12

13

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.551
0.500
0.500

6.2 Sequent Symmetry

For the Sequence Symmetry, we used the Sequent Ada compiler, version S5.5.1, de-
rived from the Verdix Ada Development System (VADS), which provides a nongeneric
elementary function package MATH in single and double precision ('digits 6 and 15, re-
spectively). Since the Symmetry uses the Intel coprocessor 30387 which supports a set
of elementary functions to almost 64 bits of accuracy, the library MATH exploits those
functions straightforwardly. The test results are summarized in Tables 8 and 9.

6.3 Sun 3

For the Sun 3, we used the Alsys compiler, version 3.2, which provides two generic elemen-
tary function packages, MATH.LIB and MATH..LIB..M68881. The latter uses the functions
supported by the Motorola coprocessor MC68881, whereas the former is implemented in
software. The mask of the MC68881 coprocessor on the Sun is A93N (see [15], p. 99).
The test results are summarized in Tables 10 and 11.

6.4 DEC VAX 8600/8700

For the DEC VAX 8600-8700 cluster in the Oxford University Computing Serivce, we
used the DEC Ada compiler, version 1.5, which provides a generic elementary function
package. In addition, we have also tested our EXP/LOG as well as those produced by
the PIA project (Pilot Implementations of Basic Modules for Large Portable Numerical
Libraries in Ada); see [11] and [12]. Since we have limited access to this system, we have
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Table 10: Test Results for EXP on the Sun 3

No. of Test
Arguments (x10 3 )

100
200
150

Interval
,. ,

I1

12
13

Single Precision
Lib 68881 Tang

1.542
25.066
136.948

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.501
0.501
0.501

Double Precision
Lib 68881 Tang

3.537
258.122
576.192

0.511
0.518
0.524

0.519
0.521
0.522

Table 11: Test Results for LOG on the Sun 3

No. of Test
Arguments (x10 3 )

100
200
150

Interval
v_ _v_ v

Il

12
13

Single Precision
Lib 68881 Tang

2.208
0.546
0.510

0.500
0.500
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.500

Double Precision
Lib 68881 Tang

1.415
0.504
0.500

0.556
0.504
0.501

0.562
0.500
0.500

tested only the most interesting case: the h-format (113 significant bits, or 'digits 33).
The test results are summarized in Tables 12 and 13.

6.5 Remarks on the Test Results

On the whole, all the functions tested here are reasonably accurate; the only exception
is the EXP function provided by the Alsys software library. Its alarmingly large error
in EXP is probably caused by a carelessly implemented argument reduction scheme (see
[5] or [17] for an analysis). The VADS software library on the Sequent Balance, al-
though acceptably accurate, leaves room for improvement. The high accuracy exhibited
in its single-precision library strongly suggests that the functions invoked are those in
the double-precision library. The DEC (VMS) elementary function library has a strong
reputation for being reliable and accurate; the library used by DEC Ada (which could

Table 12: Test Results for EXP on the DEC VAX 8600/8700

No. of Test
Arguments (x103 )

100
200
150

Inter I
4 

v

'1

12

13

Quadruple Precision
DEC PIA Tang

0.617
0.662
0.671

1.2-13
1.637
2.190

0.524
0.526
0.524
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Table 13: Test Results for LOG on the DEC VAX 8600/8700

No. of Test Quadruple Precision

Arguments (x103 ) Interval DEC PIA Tang

100 1 0.737 4.432 0.561
200 12 0.510 0.798 0.502
150 13 0.500 0.500 0.500

very well be the same that VMS uses) lives up to that reputation. It is therefore in-

teresting to note that with careful use of the features in Ada, and with conscientious
implementation, our generic portable library in Ada surpasses DEC's library in accuracy.

We note that the test results on the VADS library on the Sequent Symmetry suggest
that the underlying instructions 2X and log 2 (X) are accurate to within 0.001 ulp in 53
bits, i.e., 2ulps in 64 bits. This is consistent with Intel's claim (see [10], Section 4,
p. 16).

On the other hand, an error of 0.556 ulp exhibited by the LOG in MATH.LIB-M68881
suggests an error of 0.056 ulp wit h respect to 53 bits in the underlying hardware function.

But 0.056 ulp in 53 bits means 114 ulps in 64 bits. Thus, at least 6 of the 64 bits provided
by the Motorola coprocessor are wrong.

7 Conclusion

We have illustrated how table-driven techniques can be used to test highly accurate
implementations of EXP and LOG. Moreover, the tests have also shown that table-driven
implementations of elementary functions (e.g., [16] and [17]) can be almost perfectly
accurate. With moderate assumptions about the underlying arithmetic, the methods
can be implemented portably. Such portable implementations are especially easy to
achieve in Ada where many of the floating-point attributes are easily obtainable and
where convenient features exist, such as acceptence of literals in base 16 and explicit

accuracy rules on conversions of such literals.
Although details in testing different functions are hound to vary, we believe the

principles exhibited in this paper are applicable to most elementary functions. Work to
extend this method to test x and the trigonometric functions is under way.
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Appendix

The following is the complete source programs for the exponential functions, the loga-
rithm function, and the test programs for them.

package MathematicalExceptions is

Argument.Error : exception;

end MathematicalExceptions;
-- The package specification for GenericPrimitiveFunctions

with MathematicalExceptions;

generic

type FloatType is digits <>;
type ExponentType is range <>;

package GenericPrimitiveFunctions is

procedure Split-Float ( X : in FloatType;
ract : out FloatType;

xp : out ExponentType );

function Scale ( X : FloatType;
EXP : EXPONENTTYPE ) return FLOATTYPE;

Representation-Error: exception renames

MathematicalExceptions.ArgumentError;

end GenericPrimitiveFunctions

-- This package defines subprograms for manipulating the fraction part and the
-- exponent part of a defined (unbiased) floating point machine number
--- representation of values of the generic floating point type.
-- Other functions are provided related to spacing and rounding.
-- Some subprograms are redundant in that they are combinations of other
-- subprograms. This is intentional so that convenient calls and fast
-- execution can be provided to the user.

-- define the representation X = Traction * Radix ** Exponent
-- 1/Radix <= abs Fraction < 1.0
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-- Exponent is an integer
-- Radix is the machine radix

-- where Fraction = 0.0 and Exponent = 0 when X = 0.0

procedure SplitFloat ( X : in FloatType;
Fract : out FloatType;
Exp : out ExponentType );

Fract and Exp are per the definition of Fraction and Exponent above
Fract and Exp are returned for all X, all machine representable numbers.

-- function Scale ( X : FloatType ;
Exp : ExponentjType ) return FloatType;

-- returns the scaled value of X * Radix ** Exp

-- without computing Radix ** Exp

-- REPRESENTATIONERROR is raised if the result is not machine representable

-- end of specification

pragma ShareBody ( GenericPrimitiveFunctions, False );

-- This implementation is portable but extremely
-- Intended for experimental use only.

-- Written by P. T. P. Tang
-- Mathematics and Computer Science Division
-- Argonne National Laboratory

-- 9700 S. Cass Avenue

-- Argonne, IL 60439-4844

-- tang@ANL-MCS.ARPA

inefficient.

(312) 972-7831

package body GenericPrimitiveFunctions is

Radix : FloatType;

procedure SplitFloat ( X : in FloatType;

Fract : out FloatType;

Exp : out Exponent-Type ) is
Factor, My_Fract, SignX, AbsX : Float_Type;
Unit, MyExp : ExponentType;
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begin

if ( X = 0.0 ) then
Fract := 0.0; Exp 0; return;

end if;

Abs_X := abs(X);

if X < 0.0 then
Sign_X := -1.0;

else
Sign_X := 1.0;

end if;

if ( AbsX >= 1.0 ) then

Factor 1.0 / Radix;

Unit := 1;

else
Factor := Radix;
Unit := -1;

end if;

MyjFract := AbsX; MyExp
while (MyFract >= 1.0 or

MyFract := MyFract * Factor;
My.Exp := My.Exp + Unit;

end loop;

0;
MyFract < 1.0/Radix) loop

Fract SignX * MyFract; Exp := MyExp;

return

end SplitFloat;

function Scale

Factor
Powers
Multiplier

I, J :
Two

( X : FloatType;
Exp : ExponentType ) return Float-Type ia

FloatType;

FloatType 1.0;

FloatType 1.0;
ExponentType;

ExponentType 2;

begin

if Exp > 0 then
Factor := Radix;
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I := Exp;

else
Factor := 1.0 / Radix;

I :=_-Exp;

end if;
Powers := Factor;

while I >= Two loop
J I mod 2;

I I / 2;
if J = 1 then
Multiplier := Multiplier * Powers;

end if;
Powers := Powers * Powers;

end loop;
if Exp /= 0 then

Multiplier := Multiplier * Powers;

end if;
return ( Multiplier*X );

end Scale

begin

Radix := FloatType( Float_Type'MachineRadix );

end GenericPrimitiveFunctions

with MathematicalExceptions;

generic

type FloatType is digits <>;

package GenericElementaryFunctions is

function Exp( X : FloatType ) return FloatType;

function Log( X : FloatType ) return FloatType;

-- other functions to be added later

ArgumentError : exception renames

MathematicalExceptions.ArgumentError;

end GenericElementaryFunctions;

with System,
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GenericPrimitiveFunctions,

TextIO;

use TextIO;

package body GenericElementaryFunctions is

-- As of 5/29/88, this package contains only the exponential

-- function EXP and the natural logarithm function LOG.

-- More functions will be added later.

-- FloatType is the floating-point type with which the user

-- instantiates this package. Computation in this type is

-- avoided to insulate ourselves from any possible range

-- constraints imported with the type.

-- Two floating-point types are defined in this package body:

-- LongestFloat is the floating-point type having 'Digits equal to

-- System.MaxDigits. This type is needed here to perform

-- argument reductions and final reconstructions of elementary

-- function values in the maximum precision available.

-- WorkingFloat is the floating-point type in which the approximations

-- for elementary functions are carried out. This type is so defined

-- that

-- WorkingFloat'Digits = FloatType'Base'Digits
-- on all machines that we have surveyed. However, there may be some

-- (unknown to us) machines for which

-- WorkingFloat'Digits > FloatType'Base'Digits

-- Thus, type Working_Float has at least the precision of the base
-- type of FloatType, and usually it does not have excess precision.

-- Assumptions:

-- This package body is portable to a particular implementation only
-- if the following assumptions are valid in that implementation:

-- (1) 6 <= System.MaxDigits <= 33

-- (2) The following assumptions are made on floating-point

-- arithmetic:

-- (a) Radii: The radix will be either 2 or 16.

-- (b) Exponent Width: We assume that the number of bits in

-- the exponent field of the floating-point format never
-- exceeds L/3, where L is the actual number of bits

-- in the mantissa of the machine.



-- (c) Arithmetic: Let A and B be two machine numbers
-- such that 2B >= A >= B. Then, cancellation occurs in

-- A - B. On binary machines, we assume that the

-- subtraction is exact whenever B has one (or more)
-- trailing zero bit(s). On nonbinary machines, we
-- assume that A - B is exact. This assumption requires

-- in particular that a guard digit be present in the

-- subtraction hardware for the nonbinary machines.

-- If the assumptions (1) and (2a) are invalid, the predefined

-- exception PROGRAMERROR will be raised.
-- Some compilers could detect at compile time that it

-- must always be raised at run time, thus calling attention to the

-- violation of the assumptions at compile time.

type LongestFloat is digits System.MaxDigits;

type LongestInteger is range System.MinInt..System.MaxInt;

type Position is (Lead, Trail);

package PrimitiveFunctions is new

GenericPrimitiveFunctions (LongestFloat,LongestInteger);

use PrimitiveFunccions;

Package RealIO is new
FloatIO( LongestFloat );

use RealIO;

-- The followings are declarations of variables and tables of constants

-- that are needed by one or more of the elementary functions.

-- Log2.by_32.Lead and Log2_by_32_Trail are needed in the argument

-- reduction of EXP. The values are chosen once and for all in the
-- sequence of statements at the end of this package body.

Log2_by_32_Lead, Log2.by_32_Trail : LongestFloat;

-- TwotoJby32 is an array of 32 pairs of LongestFloat numbers

-- representing 2**(j/32) for j = 0, 1, 2, ... , 31. Each such value
-- is represented by Lead + Trail. The leading parts contain 13 bits
-- of information and are consequently model numbers as long as
-- Systom.MaxDigits is >= 4. The trailing parts contain roughly

-- LongestFloat'MANTISSA bits of information, under the assumption
-- that System.MaxDigits is <= 35. So, when the assumptions are met,
-- Lead + Trail represents 2**(j/32) to roughly 13 extra bits.

Two.toJby32 : constant array( LongestInteger range 0..31,

Position ) of LongestFloat := (
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0

1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26
27

28
29

30
31

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

=>

(Lead

(Lead
(Lead

(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead

(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead

(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead

(Lead
(Lead

(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead
(Lead

Log-of _Jby64
Position )

(0.0,
(16s0.03F1,

(1680.07ES,

(1680.08B8,

(16#0.0F8S,

(1680.1348,
(1680. 16FP,

(1680.119,

(16*0.1r2t,

(:6*0.21i8,

(1680.2528,

constant array( Longest.Integer range 64..128,

of Longest-Float (
0.0),
1610.000815161F807C79F3DB4E9A6F57AADBEA*),

1680.0000A6C39EOCCO133E3FO4F1EF229FAEAE*),
1680.000A2C7B196E7E231A7950F7252C163C9B8),

1680.0005186008815330BE64B8B775997898D3*),
16*0.0001D7961BD1D092998376104D1375021As),
1690.0000D28AE56B4B9BE499B9ED198640CE508),

1680.00026D3A4AD563650BD22A9C3AA4C79A9F),
1680.0007076E2AF2E5E9EA87FFE1FE9E155DB98),

1680.000EFCF9A11C52CD2EE2F481855D1C484C8),

1680.C00AA5F03FEA46980B38E203EDF4D109FBe),

=>1681.000*,
=>16#1.059*,
=>16#1.085*,
=>1681.1138,
=>1681.1728,
=>16*1.1D48,

=>161.238*,
=>1681.29E*,

=>1681.3068,
=>16*1.371*,
=>1681.3DE8,
=>16*1.44E8,

=>1681.4BF8,

=>1681.5348,

=>1681.5AB,
=>1681.624*,

=>1681.6A0*,

=>1681.71F8,

=>1681.7A1*,

=>16*1.825*,

=>16*1.8AC*,

=>1681.9378,

=>1691.9C4#,

=>1681 .A558,

=>1681.AE88,

=>16*1.B7F*,

=>1681.C19*,

=>1681.CB7*,

=>1681.D58*,
=>1681.DFC*,

=>1681.EA4*,

=>1681.F508,

Trail
Trail
Trail

Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail
Trail

=>1630.000000000000000000000000000000000#),

=>1680.000B0D31585743AE7C548EB68CA417FE5#),
=>1680.000586CF9890F6298B92B71842A9836428),
=>16#0.00001DO125B5OA4EBBF1AED9318CEAC5C#),
=>1630.000B83C7D517ADCDF7C8CSOEB14A79203#),
=>16#0.000873168B9AA7805B8028990F07A98B4#),
=>16$0.0007A6E75623866C1FADB1C15CB593B03#),
=>16#0.0009DFS1FDEE12C25D15F5A24AA3BCA888),

=>1610.000FE0A31B7152DESD5A46305C85EDECB#),

=>1630.000A7373AA9CAA7145502F4547987E3E18),

=>1680.000164C12342235B41223E13D773FBA2C#),

=>1680.000086061892D03136F409DF019F8D4F3),

=>1680.000DAD5362A271D4397AFEC42E20E03638),

=>1680.00028569D4F81DF0A83C49D86A63F4E678),

=>1680.00007DD48542958C93015191EB345D88D),

=>1680.0007EB03A5584B1F0FA06FD2DA42BB1CES),

=>1610. 0009E667F3BCC908B2FB1366EA9R 'D3a3$),
=>1680. OO075E8EC5F73DD237OF2EFOACD6CB4348),

=>16*0. 0C1473EB0186D7D51023F6CDA1F5EF428),
=>1680.00089994CCE128ACF88AFAB34A010F6AD),
=>1680.000E5422AAODB5BA7C55A192C9BB3E6ED8),

=>1680.00037B0CDC5E4F4501C3F2540A22D2FC4#),

=>1610.0009182A3F0901C7C46B071F2BE58DDAD*),
=>1610.00003B23E255C8B424491CAF87BC8050A#),
=>1680.0009F995AD3AD5E8734D1773205A7FBC38),

=>1680.00076F2FB5E46EAA78081AB53C5354C888),
=>1680.0009BDD85529C2220CB12A091BA6679448),
=>1680.00020DCEF90691503CBD1E949DB761D95#),

=>1610.00018DCFBA48725DAO5AEB66EODCA9F58#),

=>1680.00097337B9B5EB968CAC39ED291B7225A1),

=>1680.000AFA2A490D9858F73A18F5DB301F86D8),
=>16#0.00076586E4540674F848762862BAFF98F8) );
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(16#0.289*,

(16#0.2BF#,

(16#0.2F5#,
(16#0.32A#,

(16*0.35E#,

(16#0.391*,

(16#0.3C4*,

(16*0.3F7*,

(16#0.428#,
(16*0.459#,

(16#0.48A#,

(16*0.4BA*,

(16#0.4E9*,

(16#0.518#,
(16#0.546#,

(16#0.574*,

(16#0.5A1#,

(16*0.5CE#,

(16#0.5FA#,

(16#0.626#,

(16*0.651*,

(1610.67C#,
(16*0.6A7#,

(16*0.6D1*,

(16*0.6FA*,

(16*0.723#,

(16#0.74C*,

(16*0.775#,

(16*0.79D*,

(16*0.7C4*,

(16*0.7EB*,

(16*0.812*,

(16*0.839*,

(16*0.85F#,

(16#0.884*,

(16!3.8AA#,

(16#0.8CF#,

(16#0.8F4*,

(16#0.918#,

(16*0.93C*,
(16*0.960#,

(16*0.983*,

(16*0.9A7*,

(16*0.9C9*,

(16*0.9EC*,

(16*0.AOE#,

(16#0.A30*,

(16#0.A52*,

16*0.000A56D996FA3CCFA7B2A1FOFC3C1882CA#),

16#0.000E60E14F27A790E7C4140E424775FCD5#),

16*0.0007120421B21237C6D65AD40C100C8FFC#),
16#0.0004B539E8AD68EC8260EA71712CEC4CA0#),

16#0.0007929D017FE5B19CC0326F99EB976769#),

16*0.000FEF8F353443584BB03DE5FF734495C7#),

16#0.000EOEDC55E5CBD3D5OFFFC3FD3C2ABB72#),

16#0.000230DABC7C551AAA8CD86F29A5941240#),

16#0.000C9389CE438D7DCFDE8061C030E28DE0#),
16#0.000D72AEAE98380E731F55C41B8B823F06#),
16*0.000507EF3DE596890A14F69D750CBD2E9A#),

16*0.00038AEB8474C270B3246A14206CF37B77#),

16#0.00093155A517A71CBCD735D034237D6F47#),

16#0.00062FO8717BO9F42DECDECCF1CD105772#),

16#0.000AB61CB7E0B42724F5833EABC623A9E9#),

16*0.0006F6FD6027294236383DC7FE1159F380#),

16#0.000B207A6C52BB110AF840538E1A592DED#),
16*0.00075FDAEF401A7389314FEB4FBDE5AADD*),

16#0.000BEOEEOABFOD92CE979ED2950437160C#),

16#0.0008CE1B05096AD69C620440F055B3FFC6#),

16*0.000E5070845BEAE9337451F441BABA929C*),

16*0.000C8FB2FE612FCADA35D9BD014886067D#),

16*0.0003B26A68212635213FD4BC950D7BE11F*),

16*0.0003DDEF323D8A32FBB6ABA63878EF2053#),

16#0.000D36769C6DEFDE1874DEAEF06B25B52C#),

16#0.000FDF1E6A6886B097607BCBFEE6892B8E*),

16*0.000BF9F803AF55877B232FAFA36FD18AB4*),

16*0.0001A813071282FB989A927476E1FE9F50#),

16*0.000109875A1E1F8DF68DBCF2ED1BB404A1*),

16#0.000A3D7EBC1BB2CD720EC44C73D75CF564*),
16*0.000D623DE3CC7B66BECF93AA1AFEC6D4CD*),

16*0.000A952D2E87F634E34AEBF73FFE346E4B*),

16#0.0001F2E0E6FA0272BCB1C488B755B2B7A5#),

16#0.00039721295415B4C4BDD99EFFE69B6436#),

16*0.000F9CF16A64B7EF1F64D85BC8C5F24163#),

16*0.00061E97A6AF4D4C799D1CB2F14054ED3A#),

16*0.000735A33E4B7662E5EEBBC0EF3D571078#),

16*0.0002FAF3820681EF62CD2F9F1E35F2E7CA*),

16*0.000986BDF5FA1416F1B439165240A471BC#),

16*0.000AF0944D88D75BC1F9EDCB438FFC0352#),
16*0.00074F6A24745DCBD4E18DD14F312A40A5*),

16*0.000EB99A7885FOFDAC850FAB36CDEE180B#),

16*0.000144ECE70E98B75C96C42E727572531D*),

16*0.000F069AB150CD4E221301B6F8C38F6217*),

16*0.000813538AB7D5202131E85693CF6B809D#),

16*0.000C7F423395732325E617A300BBCA9C44#),

16*0.000CSE1OE2F613E85BD9BD99E39A20AEE5#),

16*0.0007C2ED81F5D8113DFA3D3761B6316E6F#),
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(16#0.A73#,

(16#0.A95#,

(16#0.ABS#,

(16#0.AD6#,

(16#0.AF7#,
(16#0.B17#,

16#0.000EC08DBADD84E584C2B22C2AEE1A18BD#),

16#0.00016932DE2D5773BE4578AD97AEA7BED0#),

16#0.000FCEAD9F9CCA08E31OB9B1FE59CDC156#),

16#0.000A0261ACF967D94D552F811CD4084583#),

16#0.0000154920B3AB86B04AFE92103EF4C629#),

16#0.000217F7D1CF79ABC9E3B39803F2F6AF40#) );

function Exp( X : FloatType ) return FloatjType is separate;

function LoglpSmall( X LongestFloat ) return Longest-Float

is separate;

function LogKernel( U : LongestFloat ) return Longest-Float

is separate;

function Log( X : FloatType ) return FloatType is separate;

-- other functions to be added later

begin

-- The following case analysis chooses the appropriate
-- representation of log2/32, depending of the number of

-- digits in LongestFloat.

case System.MaxDigits is

when 6 =>

Log2_by_32_Lead 16#5.8B8#E-2; --12 bits
Log2_by_32.Trail =

16#0.0010BFBE8E_7BCD5.E4F1D_9CC01_F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when 7..8 =>

Log2.by_32Lead := 16#5.8B9#E-2; --15 bits
Log2.by.32_Trail =

16#0.0000BFBE8E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9C01_F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when 9..11 =>

Log2.by.32_Lead 16#5.8B908#E-2; --17 bits
Log2_by32_Trail =

16#0.00003FBE8E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9CC01_F97B5.7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when 12..14 =>
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Log2_by_32_Lead 16#5.8B90A#E-2; --22 bits

Log2_by_32_Trail

16#0.00001_FBE8E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9CC01.F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when 15..19 =>

Log2_by_32.Lead 16#5.8B90BF8#E-2; --28 bits

Log2_by_32_Trail =

16#0.00000_03E8E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9CC01_F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when 20..27 =>

Log2_by_32_Lead 16#5.8B90BFBE8#E-2; --37 bits
Log2_by_32_Trail

16#0.00000_0000E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9CC01_F97B5_7A079_A1933.94C#E-2;

when 28..33 =>

Log2_by_32_Lead 16#5.8B90BFBE8E_7AME-2; --50 bits
Log2_by_32_Trail =

16#0.00000_00000_01CD5_E4F1D.9CCO1_F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

when others =>

raise ProgramError; -- assumption (1) is violated.

end case;

end GenericElementary_Functions;

separate ( GenericElementaryFunctions )

function Exp( X : FloatType ) return FloatType is

Result : FloatType;

F, Y, R1, R2, Q, Tmp : LongestFloat;

Twoto_6 : constant := 64;
Two.to.8 : constant := 256;

Two-to : constant array ( LongestInteger range 0..3 )
of LongestFloat ( 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 );

Log2_by_32 : constant :=



16#5.8B90BFBE8E_7BCD5_E4F1D_9CC01_F97B5_7A079_A1933_94C#E-2;

ThirtyTwobyLog2 : constant :=
16#2E.2A8ECA5705_FC2EEFA1FFB41 A4_74FA2_3AD5E#;

LargeThreshold : 'onstant LongestFloat
4.0 * LongestFloat(FloatType'SafeEmax) * 6.931471806E-1;

SmallThreshold : constant LongestFloat

FloatType'Base'Epsilon;

I, N, N_1, N_2, M, J : LongestInteger;

begin

-- Step 1. Filter out exceptional cases.

Y := LongestFloat( X );
if abs(Y) >= Large_Threshold then

if ( Y > 0.0 ) then
Y := LongestFloat( LongestFloat'MachineRadix **

LongestFloat'MachineEmax );

return( FloatType( Y * Y * Y ) );
else

return( FloatType( 0.0 ) );
end if;

elsif abs(Y) <= SMALLTHRESHOLD then
return( FloatType( 1.0 + Y ) );

end if;

-- Step 2. Reduce the argument.

-- To perform argument reduction, we find the integer N such that

-- X = N * log2/32 + remainder, Iremainderl <= log2/64.

-- N is defined by round-to-nearest-integer( X*32/log2 ) and
-- remainder by X - N*log2/32. The calculation of N is

-- straightforward whereas the computation of X - N*log2/32

-- must be carried out carefully.

-- log2/32 is so represented in two pieces that

-- (1) log2/32 is known to extra precision, (2) the product
-- of N and the leading piece is a model number and is hence

-- calculated without error, and (3) the subtraction of the value

-- obtained in (2) from X is a model number and is hence again obtained

-- without error.

-- Perform argument reduction in LongestFloat.
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N := LongestInteger( Y * ThirtyTwobyLog2 );
if abs(N) >= Two-to_8 then

N_2 N mod Two-to_6;

N_1:= N - N_2;

else

N_2:=0;
N_1 N;

end if;

Tmp := LongestFloat( N_1 ) * Log2_by_32Lead;
if abs( Y ) >= abs( Tmp ) then

R1 Y - Tmp;

else

Tmp := 0.5 * Tmp;

R1 (Y - Tmp) - Tmp;

end if;

if N_2 / 0 then
R1 R1 - LongestFloat(N_2) * Log2.by_32_Lead;

end if;
R2 -LongestFloat(N) * Log2_by_32_Trail;

J N mod 32;
M (N - J)/32;

-- Step 3. Approximation.

-- The following is the core approximation. We approximate
-- exp(R1+R2)-1 by a polynomial. The case analysis finds both

-- a suitable floating-point type (less expensive to use than

-- LongestFloat) and an appropriate polynomial approximation
-- that will deliver a result accurate enough with respect to
-- FloatType'Base'Digits. Note that the upper bounds of the

-- cases below (6, 15, 16, 18, 27, and 33) are attributes
-- of predefined floating types of common systems.

case FloatType'Base'Digits is

when 1..6 =>

declare
type WorkingFloat is digits 6;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin
R := WorkingFloat( R1 + R2 );
Poly := R*R*( 5.00004_0481E-01 + R * 1.66667_6443E-01 );
Q := Ri + ( R2 + LongestFloat( Poly ) );

end;

when 7..15 =>
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declare

type WorkingFloat is digits

(15+System.MaxDigits - abs(15-System.MaxDigits))/2;
-- this is min( 15, System.MaxDigits )
R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin
R := WorkingFloat( R1 + R2 );

Poly := R*R*( 5.00000_00000_00000_08883E-01 +

R*( 1.66666_66666_5208_78863E-01 +
R*( 4.16666_6666622607_95726E-02 +
K'( 8.33336_79843.42196_16221E-03 +

R*( 1.38889_49086_37771_99667E-03 )))));
Q :=R1 + ( R2 + LongestFloat( Poly ) );

end;

when 16 =>

declare
type WorkingFloat is digits

(16+System.MaxDigits - abs(16-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R WorkingFloat( R1 + R2 );

Poly := R*R*( 5.00000_00000_00000_08883E-01 +
R*( 1.66666_6666662608_78863E-01 +
R*( 4.16666_66666_22607_95726E-02 +

R*( 8.33336_7984342196_16221E-03 +

R*( 1.38889_49086_37771.99667E-03 )))));
Q := R1 + ( R2 + LongestFloat( Poly ) );

end;

when 17..18 =>

declare
type WorkingFloat is digits

(18+System.MaxDigits - abs(18-System.MaxDigits))/2;
R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( RI + R2 );
Poly := R*R*( 5.00000_00000_00000_07339E-01 +

R*( 1.66666_66666_66666_69177E-01 +

R*( 4. 16666.66666_28680_32559E-02 +
R*( 8.33333_33332.52083_91118E-03 +

R*( 1.38889_44766.51246_30293E-03 +
R*( 1.98413_53190.32208_33704E-04 ))))));

Q R1 + ( R2 + LongestFloat( Poly ) );
end;
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when 19..27 >

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits
(27+System.MaxDigits - abs(27-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( R1 + R2 );
Poly := R*R*( 4.99999_99999_99999_99999_99636.21075E-01 +

R*( 1.66666.66666_66666_66666_66512_04136E-01 +
R*( 4.16666.66666_66666.69681_59325_03184E-02 +

R*( 8.33333_33333_3333340906_33326_46233E-03 +

R*( 1.38888.88888_81124_92492_26093_01620E-03 +

R*( 1.98412_69841_13983_54303_59668_15543E-04 +
R*( 2.48016_66086_20855_39725_92760.56125E-05 +

R*( 2.75574_13983_51388_82843_29291_74995E-06

))))))));

Q R1 + ( R2 + LongestFloat( Poly ) );

end;

when 28..33 =>

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits
(33+System.MaxDigits - abs(33-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( R1 + R2 );

Poly := R*R*( 5.0E-01 +
R*( 1.66666_66666_666666_66666_666666.6668..18891E-01 +
R*( 4.16666_66666_66666.66666_66666_66671_98062E-02 +

R*( 8.33333_33333_33333_33333_33182_72433_96473E-03 +
R*( 1.38888_88888_88888_88888_88860_77788_96115E-03 +
R*( 1.98412_69841_26984_13216_98830_39302_820E-04 +

R*( 2.48015_87301_58730_16549_32617_44006_810E-05 +
R*( 2.7&573-19223_90497_5052123337.44713_411E-06 +
R*( 2.75573_19223_90383_09381_24531_22474_208E-07 +
R*( 2.50521_67036_89710_14700_24567_88635_351E-08 +
R*( 2.08768_06002_87469_73970_46716_40247_597E-09

)))))))))));

Q R1 + ( R2 + Longest_Float( Poly ) );
end;

when others =>

raise ProgramError; -- assumption (1) is violated.

end case;
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-- This completes the core approximation.

-- Step 4. Function value reconstruction.

-- We now reconstruct the exponential of the input argument.

-- The order of the computation below must be strictly observed.

F := TwotoJby32( J, Lead ) + TwotoJby32( J, Trail );

case LongestFloat'MachineRadix is

when 2 =>
Y := TwotoJby32( J, Lead ) +

( TwotoJby32( J, Trail ) + F*Q );
Result FloatType( Scale( Y, M ) );

when 16 =>
J := M mod 4;

M (N - J) / 4;

Y TwotoJby32( J, Lead ) * Twoto(J) +
( TwotoJby32( J, Trail ) + F*Q ) * Twoto(J);

Result := FloatType( Scale( Y, M ) );
when others =>

raise ProgramError; -- assumption (1) is violated.

end case;

return( Result );

end EXP;

separate ( GenericElementaryFunctions )

function Log-Kernel( U : LongestFloat ) return Longest-Float is

-- On input, IUI <= 2(exp(1/16)-1) / (exp(1/16)+1).
-- On output, the value of [log(1 + U/2) - log(1 - U/2)]/U - 1
-- is returned.

-- The core approximation calculates

-- Poly = [log(1 + U/2) - log(1 - U/2)]/U - 1
-- in the type WorkingFloat, which is a type chosen to
-- have accuracy comparable to the base type of FloatType.
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Result : Longest_Float;

begin

-- Approximation.

-- The following is the core approximation. We approximate

-- [log(1 + U/2) - log(1 - U/2)]/U - 1

-- by a polynomial Poly. The case analysis finds both a suitable

-- floating-point type (less expensive to use than LONGEST_FLOAT)

-- and an appropriate polynomial approximation that will deliver
-- a result accurate enough with respect to FloatType'Base'Digits.

-- Note that the upper bounds of the cases below (6, 15, 16, 18,

-- 27, and 33) are attributes of predefined floating types of
-- common systems.

case FloatType'Base'Digits is

when 1..6 =>

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits 6;
R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( U * U );
Poly := R * 8.33340_08285_51364E-02;

Result LongestFloat( Poly );

end;

when 7..15 =>

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits
(15+System.MaxDigits - abs(15-System.MaxDigits))/2;

-- this is min( 15, System.MaxDigits )
R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( U * U );
Poly := R*( 8.33333_33333.33335_93622E-02 +

R*( 1.24999_99997_81386-68903E-02 +
R*( 2.23219_81075_85598_51206E-03 )));

Result LongestFloat( Poly );

end;
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when 16 =>

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits

(16+System.MaxDigits - abs(16-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R WorkingFloat( U * U );
Poly R*( 8.33333_33333_33335_93622E-02 +

R*( 1.24999_99997_81386_68903E-02 +

R*( 2.23219_81075_85598_51206E-03 )));

Result LongestFloat( Poly );

end;

when 17..18 =>

declare
type WorkingFloat is digits

(18+System.MaxDigits - abs(18-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( U * U );
Poly R*( 8.33333_33333_33335_93622E-02 +

R*( 1.24999_99997_81386_68903E-02 +
R*( 2.23219_81075_85598_51206E-03 )));

Result LongestFloat( Poly );

end;

when 19..27 =>

declare

type WorkingFloat is digits

(27+System.MaxDigits - abs(27-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;
begin

R := WorkingFloat( U * U );
Poly R*( 8.33333_33333_33333_33333_33334.07301_529E-02 +

R*( 1.24999.99999_99999.99998_61732_74718.869E-02 +
R*( 2.23214_28571_42866_13712_34336_23012.985E-03 +
R*( 4.34027_77751_26439_67391_35491_00214_979E-04 +

R*( 8.87820_39767_24501_02052_39367_49695_054E-05

)))));

Result LongestFloat( Poly );

end;

when 28..33 =>



declare

type WorkingFloat is digits
(33+System.MaxDigits - abs(33-System.MaxDigits))/2;

R, Poly : WorkingFloat;

begin

R := WorkingFloat( U * U );

Poly :=
R*( 8.33333_33333_33333_33333_33333.33332_96298_39318E-02 +
R*( 1.25000_00000_00000000000_00000_93488_19499_40702E-02 +
R*( 2.23214_28571_42857_14277_26598_59261_40273_30694E-03 +

R*( 4.34027_77777_77814_30973_20354_95180_362E-04 +

R*( 8.87784_09009_03777_78533_78449_15942.610E-05 +

R*( 1.87809_65740_24066_11924_1960924471_232E-05

))))));
Result := LongestFloat( Poly );

end;

when others =>

raise PROGRAMERROR; -- assumption (1) is violated.

end case;

-- This completes the core approximation.

return( Result );

end LogKernel;

separate ( GenericElementaryFunctions )

function LoglpSmall( X : LongestFloat ) return LongestFloat is

-- On input, X lies in the interval ( exp(-1/16)-1, exp(1/16)-1 ).
-- On output, the value log( 1 + X ) is returned.

-- The approximation exploit the identity

-- log( 1 + X ) = log( 1 + u/2 ) / log( 1 - u/2 ), where

-- u= 2X / (2+X).

-- Note that the right hand side has an odd Taylor series expansion

-- which converges much faster than the Taylor series expansion of

-- log( 1 + X ) in X. Thus, we approximate log( 1 + X ) by

-- u + Al * u3 + A2 * u^5 + ... + An * u^(2n+1).

-- One subtlety is that since u cannot be calculated from

-- X exactly, the rounding error in the first u should be
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-- avoided if possible. To accomplish this, we observe that

-- u = X - X*X/(2+X).
-- Since X is the input argument, and thus presumed exact, the
-- formula above expresses u as

-- u = X - correction,

-- where the magnitude of "correction" is of the order of X*X.
-- With these observations, we will approximate log( 1 + X ) by
-- X + ( (A1*u^3 + ... + An*u^(2n+1)) - correction ).

-- All calculations will be carried out in LongestFloat.
-- Since this functions does not need to perform any argument
-- reduction or reconstruction, it will be faster than the
-- calculation of log in the normal case, despite computations
-- done solely in LongestFloat.

U, V, Correction, Poly : LongestFloat;

begin

-- We approximate log(1+X) by a odd polynomial in U, where
-- U = 2X/(2+X) = X - X*X/(2+X).
-- We now calculate U and other related quantities.

U := X/(2.0+X);
Correction := X*U;

U =U + U;

V U * U;

-- We use an appropriate polynomial approximation that will deliver

-- a result accurate enough with respect to FloatType'Base'Digits.

-- Note that the upper bounds of the cases below (6, 15, 16, 18,
-- 27, and 33) are attributes of predefined floating types of

-- common systems.

case FloatType'Base'Digits is

when 1. .6 =>

Poly := U*V*( 8.33333.18167E-02 +
V*( 1.25123_45996E-02 ) );

when 7..15 =>

Poly := U*V*( 8.33333_33333_33179_23934E-02 +
V*( 1.25000_00003_7717509602E-02 +
V*( 2.23213_99879_19448_06202E-03 +
V*( 4.34887_77770_76145_52256E-04 ))));
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when 16 r>
Poly U*V*( 8.33333_33333_33333_37909E-02 +

'1*( 1.24999_99999_99836_60424E-02 +
V*( 2.23214_28590_37388_98829E-03 +
V*( 4.34026_81922_36633_885363-04 +

V*( 8.89985_05326_15867_46686E-05 )))));

when 17..18 =>

Poly U*V*( 8.33333_33333.33333_37909.47954E-02
V*( 1.24999_99999_99836_60424_94790E-02
V*( 2.23214_28590_37388_98829_86093E-03

V*( 4.34026_81922_36633_88536_93268E-04
V*( 8.89985.05326_1586746686_13783E-05

+

+

+

+

)) )))

when 19..27 >

Poly :=
U*V*( 8.33333_33333_33333_33333_33333_32289_687E-02

V*( 1.25000_00000_00000_00000_00085_22215_240E-02
V*( 2.23214_28571_42857_14261_92866_48258_201E-03

V*( 4.34027_77777_77780_98809_33315_23070_295E-04

V*( 8.87784_09090_66940_14314_76792_89545_412E-05

V*( 1.87800_48181_19495_76549_39975_36152_064E-05

V*( 4.06898_41092_88362_34597_46674_51012_081E-06

V*( 9.01142_71691_15642_85666_93997_67835_754E-07

))))))));

+

+

+

+

+.

+

+

when 28..33 =>

Poly :=
U*V*( 8.33333_33333_33333_33333_33333_33333_62086_64017E-02 +

V*( 1.24999_99999_99999_99999_99999.97094_37287.04079E-02 +
V*( 2.23214_28571_42857_14285_72439.65284_28894.60352E-03 +
V*( 4.34027_77777_77777 _77605_29930_C5879_387E-04 +

V*( 8.87784_09090_90925_73327_23371_16332.464E-05 +
V*( 1.87800_48076_82610_80293_27069_90675_944E-05 +

V*( 4.06901_04514_65706.22856_93057_91655_559E-06 +
V*( 8.97568_30488_20751_96312_20868.52977_742E-07 +
V*( 2.01671-52613_9676605830-17681_29488_302E-07

)))))))));
when others =>

raise PROGRAMERROR; -- assumption (1) is violated.

end case;
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-- return the result

return( I + ( Poly - Correction ) );

end LoglpSmaU;

separate ( GenericElementaryFunctions )

function Log ( I : FloatType ) return FloatType is

- On input, I is a floating-point value in FloatType;
- on output, the value of log(I) (natural log of 1) is returned.

- Except for arguments I that are very close to 1, our computation
- 'f log involves three steps.

- First, we decompose the argument I to the form
- I = 2**N * (Fl + F2),

- where 1 <= F1+F2 < 2, N has the value of an integer,
- F1 = 1 + j/64, j ranges from 0 to 64, and IF21 <= 1/128.

- Second, we approximate log( 1 + F2/F1 ) by an odd polynomial
- in U. where

U = 2 F2 / (2 F2 + F1).
- lote that
-- log( 1 + F2/Fl ) = log( 1 + U/2 ) - log( 1 - U/2 ).
- The core approximation calculates
- Poly = [log( 1 + U/2 ) - log( 1 - U/2 )]/U - 1.

- Finally, we reconstruct log( I ) based upon the identity
- log(I) = N*log(2) + log(Fl) + log( 1 + F2/F1 ).

- Thus, one can reconstruct log(I) by
- log(I) = N*log(2) + log(F1) + U + U*Poly.
- The values of log(2) and log(Fl) are calculated beforehand

- and stored in the program. For accuracy's sake, the reconstruction
- has to be done with care. For details, refer to the code and
- comments below.

-- If I is close to 1, satisfying Ilog(I)I < 1/16, then we use
- an approximation similar to the core approximation in Step 2
- above to calculate log( 1 + (1-1) ). For details of the
- computation, refer to the code and comments in the separate
- body of the function LoglpSmall.

- As far as the types used for internal computation are concerned,



-- we use LongestFloat to carry out Steps 1 and 3, and use

-- WorkingFloat to carry out Step 2. See the code in the separate

-- body for the function LogKernel for details about WorkingFloat.

Y, N, F, F1, F2, U,
HalfF2, Poly, Result : Longest_Float;

Index, I : LongestInteger;
Thres 1 :constant 16#0.F07D5#;

Thres2 : constant 16#1.1082C#;

Log2_Lead constant Longest-Float

16#0.B17#;

Log2_Trail : constant LongestFloat
16#0.000217F7D1CF79ABC9E3B39803F2F6AF40#;

begin

-- I. Filter out exceptional arguments.

if ( I <= 0.0 ) then
raise ArgumentError;

end if;

Y := LongestFloat( X );

-- II. Check if the input argument is very close to 1.0

if ( Y >= Thresi and Y <= Thres2 ) then

-- Invoke the function Loglp_Small to compute log(1 + (Y-1)).

-- Although the value of Y-1 is representable, on machines

-- without a guard digit for subtraction, Y-1 may not be calculated

-- exactly. Consequently, we have to take extra precaution.
if ( Y >= 1.0 ) then

Y =Y - 1.0;

else
Y Y - 0.5; Y := Y - 0.5;

end if;
-- On machines with guard digit for subtraction, the conditions

-- above can be replaced by Y := Y - 1.0

return( FloatType( LoglpSmall( Y ) ) );

end if;

-- III. General case.



-- Step 1. Decomposition.

-- Use the primitive function to extract M and F where

-- Y = radix**M * F, 1/radix <= F < 1.
SplitFloat( Y, F, I );

M LongestFloat( I );

if ( LongestFloat'MachineRadix = 16 ) then

M := 4.0 * M;
while F < 0.5 loop

F :=F + F; M :=M - 1.0;
end loop;

elsif ( LongestFloat'MachineRadix /= 2 ) then

raise ProgramError; -- Assumption (1) is violated.

end if;

Index := LongestInteger( 2#1.0#E7 * F );
F1 := LongestFloat( Index ) * 2#1.0#E-7;

-- Again, on machines with gaurd digit for subtraction, the
-- statements below can be replaced by Half_F2 := F - Fl.

if ( F >= F1 ) then
Half_F2 :F - Fl;

else
F2 := F1 * 0.5;
Half _F2 : (F - F2) - F2;

end if;

F1 := F1 + F1; F2 := HalfF2 + HalfF2; M := M - 1.0;
-- At this point, Y = 2**M * ( F1 + F2 ) where

-- F1 := j/64, j = 64, 65, ... , 128 and 1F21 <= 1/128.

-- Step 2. Approximation.

-- Calculate U := 2 F2 / ( 2 F1 + F2 ) = F2 / ( F1 + Half_F2 )
U := F2 / ( F1 + Half _F2 );

-- Approximate Elog(1+U/2)-log(1-U/2)]/U - 1.
Poly := LogKernel( U );

-- Step 3. Reconstruction.

-- To reconstruct log(Y), we need M*log(2) and log(Fl).

-- Both log(2) and log(F1) are stored in two pieces thus:

-- log(2) = Log2_Lead + Log2.Trail, and

-- log(F1) = Logof _Jby64( Index, Lead ) + LogofJby64( Index, Trail ).

-- Not only the sum represents the value to precision more than
-- the LongestFloat can offer, but the two pieces are arranged

-- in a way that, as long as the assumptions on floating points
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-- are satisfied,

-- M*Log2_Lead + Logof _Jby64( Index, Lead )
-- is exact for all possible choices of M and Index.

-- The order of the computation below must be strictly observed.

Result := M*Log2.Trail + ( Logof._Jby64( Index, Trail ) +
U * Poly );

Result := U + Result;
Result ( M*Log2.Lead + Logof_Jby64( Index, Lead ) ) + Result;

return( FloatType(Result) );

end Log;

generic

type REAL is digits <>;
package GENERIC-SUPPORTPACKAGE is

-- These functions are used in the ELEFUNT tests.

function LOG (X : REAL) return REAL;
function MAX (X, Y REAL) return REAL;
function RANDOM return REAL;
function SQRT (X : REAL) return REAL;

function TRUNC (X : REAL) return REAL;

end GENERICSUPPORTPACKAGE;

--with MATH; -- The Verdix math library
with MATHLIB;
with CALENDAR; use CALENDAR;

with SYSTEM; use SYSTEM;

package body GENERICSUPPORTLPACKAGE is

type WIDESTINTEGERTYPE is range MIN_INT .. MAXINT;

package MATH is new MATHLIB (REAL);

A : constant WIDESTINTEGERTYPE 13_849;
M : constant WIDESTINTEGERTYPE 66_636;
C : constant WIDESTINTEGERTYPE 56_963;

REALM : constant REAL := REAL(M);



-- T : WIDESTINTEGERTYPE WIDESTINTEGERTYPE(SECONDS(CLOCK));

T : WIDESTINTEGER_TYPE 1_271; -- for repeatable runs

function LOG (X : REAL) return REAL is

begin

--if REAL'BASE'DIGITS <= SHORTFLOAT'DIGITS then

return MATH.LOG(X);

--else

--return REAL(MATH.LOG(FLOAT(X)));

-- end if;

end LOG;

function MAX (X, Y : REAL) return REAL is

begin

if X >= Y then
return X;

end if;

return Y;

end MAX;

function RANDOM return REAL is

begin

T C:(A * T + C) mod M;
return REAL(T) / REALM;

end RANDOM;

function SQRT (X : REAL) return REAL is

begin

--if REAL'BASE'DIGITS <= SHORTFLOAT'DIGITS then
return MATH.SQRT(X);

--else
--return REAL(MATH.SQRT(FLOAT(X)));

-- end if;
end SQRT;

function TRUNC (X : REAL) return REAL is

R : REAL;

begin

-- This function truncates its floating-point argument to an

-- integer (discards the fractional part). Note that the predefined

-- conversion to an integer type in Ada rounds to nearest.

-- This function will fail (presumably raise NUMERICERROR) if the

-- valie of X is too big to hold its integer part as a value of

-- type WIDESTINTEGERTYPE. Its uses in the ELEFUNT tests are

-- disciplined enough to be safe.

R := REAL(WIDESTINTEGER_TYPE(X));
if X > 0.0 then



if R > X then
R : R - 1.0;

end if;
elsif X < 0.0 then

if R < X then
R : R + 1.0;

end if;

end if;

return R;

end TRUNC;

end GENERICSUPPORTPACKAGE;

-- Generic function spec:

-- This generic function may be instantiated with a floating-point type

-- to obtain a function which will yield, as a string, a representation of

-- its floating-point argument's value in based notation (for base 16).

-- The output string has the form 16#0.hhhhhhhhhhh...#E+nn...
-- or 16#0.hhhhhhhhhhh...#E-nn...

-- where h is a hex digit and n is a decimal digit. As many hex digits
-- as necessary are used in the mantissa (which is "normalized"), i.e.,

-- trailing zeroes are omitted. Likewise, as many decimal digits as necessary

-- are used in the exponent (which represents a power of 16). An argument

-- of zero yields the result 16#0.OE+0

-- Assumptions built into the code:

-- 1. The exponent will not exceed the range of the predefined type INTEGER.

-- 2. The length of the output string (up through the sign in the exponent,
-- but excluding the digits which follow it) will not exceed 200

-- characters.

If these assumptions should fail to hold, CONSTRAINTERROR will be

-- raised. The assumptions are fairly conservative.

-- If the argument is a safe number, then the result will be exact.

-- If the argument is outside the range of safe numbers, then all bets are
-- off as far as the formal definition of Ada is concerned, though most
-- implementations will still produce the correct result. If the argument

-- is a machine number between two safe numbers, then the result (as far as

-- the formal definition of Ada is concerned) could represent any machine

-- number in the safe interval, though aain most implementations will still

-- produce the correct result.

-- Written by Ken Dritz

-- Mathematics and Computer Science Division

-- Argonne National Laboratory
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-- 9700 S. Cass Avenue

-- Argonne, IL 60439-4844

-- Dritz 0 ANL-MCS.ARPA (3'2) 972-7217

-- November, 1987

generic

type REAL is digits <>;

function GENERICHEXOUT (X : REAL) return STRING;

-- Generic function body:

function GENERICHEXOUT (X : REAL) return STRING is

X1, X2 : REAL;

ISPOSITIVE, ISPOSITIVEEXPONENT : BOOLEAN;

EXPONENT : INTEGER;

subtype HEXRANGE is NATURAL range 0 .. 16;

N : HEXRANGE;

MAXLENGTH : constant : 200;

OUTSTRING : STRING (1 .. MAXLENGTH);

subtype RESULTLENGTHTYPE is NATURAL range 0 .. MAXLENGTH;

HEXCHARS, ALLCHARS : RESULTLENGTHTYPE;

HEX : constant STRING : "0123456789ABCDEF";

begin

if X = 0.0 then
return "16#0.0#E+0";

end if;

ALLCHARS := 0;

if X < 0.0 then

ALL-CHARS := ALL-CHARS + 1;
OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS) :

end if;

ALLCHARS := ALL-CHARS + 5;
OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS - 4 .. ALLCHARS) :"16#0.";

X1 : abs X;



EXPONENT := 0;
while X1 >= 1.0 loop

X1 := X1 / 16.0;

EXPONENT EXPONENT + 1;

end loop;

while X1 < 16#0.1# loop

X1 := X1 * 16.0;

EXPONENT EXPONENT - 1;

end loop;

-- assert 16#0.1# <= X1 < 1.0;

HEXCHARS 0;

while X1 /= 0.0 loop

X2 16.0 * X1;

N HEXRANGE(X2);
if REAL(N) > X2 then

-- rounded up instead of down

N N - 1;

end if;

if HEX_CHARS /= 0 and HEXCHARS mod 4 = 0 then
ALLCHARS := ALL-CHARS + 1;

OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS) ';
end if;

HEXCHARS HEXCHARS + 1;

ALL-CHARS ALLCHARS + 1;

OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS) := HEX(N + 1);

X1 := 16.0 * X1 - REAL(N);

end loop;

ALLCHARS := ALLCHARS + 3;

OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS - 2 .. ALL_CHARS):"#E+";

if EXPONENT < 0 then

OUTSTRING(ALLCHARS)
end if;

return OUTSTRING(1 .. ALL_CHARS)

& INTEGER'IMAGE(EXPONENT)(2 .. INTEGER'IMAGE(EXPONENT)'LENGTH);

end GENERICHEXOUT;

with System,
TextIO,

GenericHexOut,

GenericSupportPackage,
GenericElementaryFunctions;



--with Math;

use TextIO;

package body GenericExpTest is

-- FloatType is the generic formal parameter, and

-- LongestFloat is the floating-point type having 'DIGITS equal to

-- System.MaxDigits.

-- Assumptions:

-- This package body is portable to a particular implementation only

-- if the following assumptions are valid in that implementation:

-- (1) 6 <= System.MaxDigits <= 33

-- (2) The following assumptions are made on floating-point
-- arithmetic:

-- (a) Radix: The radix will be either 2 or 16.

-- (b) Exponent Width: We assume that the number of bits in

type

type

the exponent field of the floating-point format never
exceeds L/3, where L is the actual number of bits

in the mantissa of the machine.

LongestInteger is range System.MinInt..System.MaxInt;

LongestFloat is digits System.MaxDigits;

package LongestFloatIO is new
FloatIO( LongestFloat );

use Longest FloatIO;

package LongestInteger_IO is new

IntegerIO( LongestInteger );
use LongestIntegerIO;

package RealIO is new

FloatIO( FloatType );

use RealIO;

package RealSupportPackage is new

GenericSupportPackage( Float-Type );

use Real_SupportPackage;

package RealElementaryFunctions is new
GenericElementaryFunctions( Float_Type );



RealElementaryFunctions;

function RealHexOut is new

GenericHexOut( FloatType );

-- use Math;

ProgramError exception;

Radix : constant FloatType :=

Float_Type(FloatType'MachineRadix);

KLimit : Longest_Integer;

Plus_16 : constant LongestInteger 16;

Minus_16 : constant LongestInteger -16;

-- We need a very accurate value of log 2 so that k*log 2 can

-- be obtained accurately. This is achieved by representing

-- log 2 in four pieces in a way that the product of each of

-- the first three pieces with any value of k is exact.

-- The four pieces are constants in type FloatType.

Li: constant FloatType := 16#0.B17#;

L2 : constant FloatType 16#0.217#E-3;

L3 : constant FloatType 16#0.F7D#E-6;
L4 : constant FloatType
16#0.1CF79_ABC9E_3B398_03F2F_6AF40_F3432_67298_B#E-9;

-- B1 is the value 2**(-10) * truncate-to-integer( 2**(10)*log2/32 )

B1 : constant FloatType 16#0.058#;

B : array ( LongestInteger range -16..16 ) of FloatType;

-- We tabulate the each of the values exp( j*B1 ), j = -16,-15,...,16
-- in two pieces Clead(j) and Ctrail(j).

Clead : array ( LongestInteger range -16..16
( 16#0.B58#, 16#O.B97#, 16#O.BD8#,

16#0.C5D#, 16#O.CA1#, 16#O.CE8#,

16#0.D79#, 16#O.DC4#, 16#O.E1O#,

16#O.EAE#, 16#O.FOO#, 16#O.F53#,

16#1.000#,

16#1.058#, 16#1.0B3#, 16#1.110#,

16#1.1DO#, 16#1.233#, 16#1.298#,

16#1.369#, 16#1.3D5#, 16#1.443#,

16#1.527#, 16#1.59D#, 16#1.615#,

) of Float _Type
16#0.C19#,

16#0.D2F#,

16#0.E5E#,

16#0.FA8#,

16#1.16F#,

16#1.300#,

16#1.4B4#,

16#1.690# );

C_trail : array ( LongestInteger range -16..16 ) of FloatType

(16#0.7FB96F5C4E712A053451F9FF0EC590A7817BB38CE9#E-3,

16#0.934EC4DE522E015B8CC6EABDEDDDA79DA95C34EF07#E-3,

16#0.0590B667A97F57E7B03862757906928C5F47144624#E-3,
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16#0.DE1CD775904CF9F2ECF6377CFD359C398320EC384F#E-3,

16#0.24BB123419CAA5OFDF9BFDD70006BF59CCB40AOEAC#E-3,

16#0. E15E92DFED8582C42231049FC4753097BE28812145#E-3,
16#0. 1C26B8449FC9DEDEC31436458BAEF5ACEC93C7CC7D#E-3,

16#0. DD6009741096AEAB08094AFCE3A19DA1386BE9F73E#E-3,

16#0.2D8530D3DA5312B5ABCB3CEAC1E52E089715C388A0#E-3,

16#0. 153FFC9E7AE6F078996624701A59FD1E92032F3F7#E-3,

16#0.9D6A64F686C626FF68770A0A65C14368651CE55D5D#E-3,
16#0.CF0F97AADE01380FFD4742D18ABD16247E2C6C6A2D#E-3,

16#0. B36D09CB879A6CFE58CBD73AEB38614B41F86E20EA#E-3,

16#0.53F38F2F8747E141AAEF34A52B060F903E0024F5E6#E-3,

16#0. BA48780CB58637F3AA1E214354D1E61B8BD7AA590A#E-3,

16#0. F046B4C3598256703C05534A1A902818E5EBDD49F1#E-3,

16#0.0#,
16#0.F3BE0F56CA15C4F6E97086D7373DF962F4244E49BD#E-3,

16#0. D603CA7C32730FADC469F215F'D20BF82FEA58131AE#E-3,

16#0. B18E894010025358DF298753B14CBEE72FD4FA98B5#E-3,

16#0.91575870692F2476E554B0595C0F3EDC574BF40301#E-3,

16#0.809445CA7BFE7882810D82D088942F20E5261BECCE#E-3,

16#0.8AB9B3213497226D3BF43B81CF0C2FE0D1C37871ED#E-3,
16#0. BB7BBOE125EB13E334BECA7F95DD061321B73BD1CO#E-3,

16#0. 1ECF601AF700BD5C89634FFF557C6E8B1333EEC809#E-3,
16#0.C0EC5C3E1B016CC5818D8A4D4EBFC4E7441E866793#E-3,

16#0.AE4E2CAE92C8AA9C6F26FE20BB71E4D971A328C656#E-3,
16#0. F3B5BE616454CBECB63CB5B4C426E5AF8BC3863E04#E-3,

16#0.9E2AE5AC67465177B5BB61B4F332C751824FD13825#E-3,

16#0. BAFDE876FDAEEAB38484AD8DEAOCDC156C8EB18AD4#E-3,

16#0.57C910FA4DE75E9CA536A9CFD484699B35A7D5AC21E-3,

16#0.82724940951B2834A5BC017ADC4F5F5A11BDA21FF3#E-3,
16#0.492CBF9432CFDAF98105237A74B30B936A6273BC12#E-3);

N_TermsTaylorExp : array ( LongestInteger range 1..33 ) of
LongestInteger

( 1..6=>7, 7..18=>11, 19..27=>14,
28..33=>16 );

function ExpMinus_1PlusX( X : FloatType ) return

FloatType is

A : constant array ( LongestInteger range 2..16 ) of
FloatType

: 1.0/2.0, 1.0/6.0, 1.0/24.0, 1.0/120.0, 1.0/720.0,

1.0/5040.0, 1.0/40320.0, 1.0/362880.0, 1.0/3628800.0,

1.0/39916800.0, 1.0/479001600.0, 1.0/6227020800.0,

1.0/87178291200.0, 1.0/1307674368000.0,

1.0/20922789888000.0 );



Taylor, Xsq : FloatType;

begin

if FloatType'Base'Digits in 6..33 then

Taylor := A( NTermsTaylorExp( FloatType'Base'Digits ) );
else

raise ProgramError;

end if;

for K in reverse 3..NTermsTaylorExp(FloatType'Base'Digits)-1

loop

Taylor := Taylor * X + A( K );

end loop;

Xsq := X * X;
Taylor := Xsq * A(2) + Taylor * Xsq * X;

return (Taylor);

end ExpMinus_1PlusX;

-- Get_Radix_toM is a function that returns the value Radix**M

-- by repeated multiplies.

function Get_Radix_toM ( M : Longest-Integer )
return FloatType is

Factor : FloatType;

Powers : FloatType 1.0;

Multiplier : FloatType 1.0;
I, J : LongestInteger;

begin

if M > 0 then
Factor Radix;

I := M;
else

Factor := 1.0 / Radix;
I :=_-M;

end if;

Powers := Factor;

while I >= 2 loop

J I mod 2;

I I / 2;
if 3 = 1 then
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Multiplier := Multiplier * Powers;
end if;
Powers := Powers * Powers;

end loop;
if M /= 0 then

Multiplier := Multiplier * Powers;
end if;
return ( Multiplier );

end GetRadixtoM;

-- Trun toInt is a function that truncates a floating point

-- value in [-2**(14), 2**(14)] to an integer value.

function TruntoInt ( X : FloatType ) return FloatType is

I.Buffer : LongestInteger;
Y : FloatType;

begin

Y abs( X );

IBuffer := LongestInteger(Y);

if FloatType(IBuffer) > Y then

IBuffer := IBuffer - 1;
end if;
if X >= 0.0 then

return ( FloatType(IBuffer) );

else
return ( FloatType(-iBuffer) );

end if;

end Trun toInt;

-- This is the test procedure for the exponential function

procedure ExpTest is separate;

begin
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-- The following is a sequence of statements that initialize

-- the test program. We first check for obvious violation
-- of the assumptions that the program makes. Then, the
-- breakpoints B(j), j = -16,15,... ,16 are initialized.
-- Finally, we calculate Klimit, which is close to the

-- threshold beyond which exp( k log 2 ) overflows or underflows.

if ( FloatType'Base'Digits > 33 or

FloatType'Base'Digits < 6 ) then

raise ProgramError;

end if ;

if ( FloatType'MachineRadix /= 2 and

FloatType'MachineRadix /= 16 ) then

raise ProgramError;

end if;

NewLine(2);

for J in Minus_16..Plus_16 loop
B(J) := Float_Type(J) * B1;

-- Put("B("); Put(J); Put(") = ");
-- Put( RealHexOut( B(J) ) ); NewLine;

ead loop;

-- Determine KLimit to be the maximum integer <= System.MaxInt

-- and <= FloatType'SafeEmax-1.

if (System.MaxInt >= FloatType'SafeEmax-1) then

KLimit : FloatType'SafeeEmax - 1;
else

KLimit System.Max.Int;

NewLine(2);
Put( "WARNING: Cannot test ncir the over/underflow threshold " );
NewLine;

Put( "of EXP due to large value of FloatType'SafeEmax" );

NewLine(2);
end if ;

end GenericExpTest;

generic

type FloatType is digits <>;
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package GenericExpTest is

procedure ExpTest;

- The test program is designed and coded by Ping Tak Peter Tang.
-- Mathematics and Computer Science Division, Argonne National Lab,
-- 9700 S. Cass Ave, Argonne, IL 60439. R esearch fur ded solely
-- by the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Office
- of the Secretary of Defense, under WPD B411.

- Date : May 25, 1988

and GenericExpTest;
pragma ShareBody ( GenericExpTest, False );

separate ( GenericExpTest )

- This version would NOT work on machines without a guard bit
- in subtraction. Modifications to accommodate that are

-- straightforward but would change each of the critical subtractions
- into a test and possibly two subtractions.

procedure ExpTest is

KL1, KL2, KL3, KL4, Llead, Ltrail, K, Tuo o_U,
Radix toN :FloatType;

-- This initialization of Ulpof_1 is not portable as the
attribute 'Machine_Mantissa is ambiguously defined in

- the friendly reference manual.
Uflpof_1 : constant FloatjType =

Float Type(FloatType'MachineRadix) *
(-Integer'(FloatType'Machine_Mantissa)+1);

Two-to_12 constant Float-Type := 21.0#E12;
Two to_.eg12 : constant Float-Type 2#1.0#E-12;
Two-to : constant array ( LongestInteger range 0..3 )

of FloatjType ( 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 );

lRandomArg : LongestInteger;
KStep : LongestInteger;
D, M, I : LongestInteger;

procedure Compute.Error;

procedure ComputeError is
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Lead, Xtrail, Y, T, R1, R2, R3, P,
ComputedExp, ScaledExp, AccurateExp, Error, Ulp,

Pos_E, NegME, PosT, NegT, Pos_Val, NegVal,

BadT, Bad_Val FloatType;

Two_toNeg1l: constant Float_Type := 2t1.0#E-11;
TwotoNeg10 : constant FloatType 2#1.0#E-10;

begin

PosE :0.0; NegME := 0.0; Pos_T

PosVal 0.0; NegVal := 0.0;

:= 0.0; Neg_T := 0.0;

-- loop from B(-16) to B(16)

for J in Minus_16..Plus_16 loop
Lead := -B(1) * 0.5;

-- loop from -B(1)/2 to B(1)/2

while I_lead <= B(1)*0.5 loop

Y := (LJlead + B(J)) + Xlead;

-- test N_RandomArg arguments in the interval

-- K*log2 + B(J) + [-B(1)/2, B(1)/2).

for I in 1..NRandomArg loop
Trail oTotoNeg10 * ( RANDOM - 0.5 );

Trail := Xtrail * 0.999999999;

-- Test argument generation and reduction

T := Y + Xtrail;

Trail :=(T - Y) - Ltrail;

--Put("T = ");Put(T);NewLine;

-- Computation of extra-precise exp(T)

R1: TotoN * Clead(J);

R2 R1 * Xlead;

P Exp_Minus_1PlusXC Xlead + Xtrail );

R3 Ctrail(J)*(1.0 + (X.lead + (Xtrail + P)));

R3 R3 + Clead(J)*(Xtrail + P);
R3 T=TwotoN * R3;

AccurateExp := R1 + (R2 + R3);
--Put("Accurate ");Put(RealHexOut(AccurateExp));NewLine;

-- Computation of error
-- ComputedExp Float_Type(EXP( Float(T) ) );

ComputedExp RealElementaryFunctions.Exp( T );
ScaledExp := ComputedExp / RadixtoM;

Error := ((R1 - ScaledExp) + R2) + R3;

--Put("Computed ");Put(RealHex.Out(ComputedExp));Newine;

-- Scaling of error

if AccurateExp < TwotoN then
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Ulp Ulpof_1 * Two-toN * 0.5;

else

Ulp Ulpof_1 * TwotoN;

end if;

Error := Error / Ulp;

-- Find maximum of error

if Error > PosME then
PosME :Error;

PosT := T;

PosVal ComputedExp;

elsif Error < NegME then

NegME := Error;

NegT := T;
Neg-Val ComputedExp;

end if;

end loop;
-- end of random argument test

Xlead := Xlead + TwotoNegll;

end loop;

-- end of enumeration of Xlead

end loop;

-- end of enumeration of B(J)'s

-- Report the maximum error for this interval

if ( PosjME > -NegME ) then

BadT := PosT; BadVal PosVal;

else

BadT :Neg.T; Bad-Val NegVal;
end if;

NevLine(2);
Put("Naximum error in the interval K*log2 + [-log2/2, log2/2]");
New_Line;
Put(" K = "); Put( LongestInteger(K) ); NewLine;
Put(" Maximum positive error (in ulp) =");

Put(Pos.ME); New.Line;
Put(" Maximum negative error (in ulp) =_");

Put(NegME); NewLine;

Put(" ");Put( LongestInteger(K), Width => 6 ); Put(" ");

Put("[ "); Put( Neg.ME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3, Exp => 0 );

Put(", "); Put( Pos.ME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3, Exp => 0 );
Put(" ] "); Put( RealHexOut(BadT) ); Put(" ");

Put( RealHexOut(Bad_Val) ); NewLine;
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end ComputeError;

begin

if ( Radix = 2.0 ) then

D 1;
elsif ( Radix = 16.0 ) then

D := 4;
else

raise ProgramError;

end if;

K 0.0; M 0; N 0;
RadixtoM 1.0; TwotoN 1.0;
Llead := 0.0; Ltrail := 0.0;
Get( NRandomArg );
NewLine;
Put("Testing ");Put( N_RandomArg );

NevLine(2);
Put(" In each interval K*log2 + [-log2/2, log2/2], ");

Put( NRandomArg, Width => 1 ); Put(" K arguments are tested );
NewLine(2);

Put(" K"); Put(" Error in ULPs ");

Put(" Worst Argument T "); Put(" Computed Value at T");
NevLine;

ComputeError;

for K.Cnt in 1..3 loop

K :=K + 1.0;
KL1 := K*L1; KL2 := K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 := K*L4;
LLead :z KL1 + Trunto_Int(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNeg12;

LLead LLead + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3) * TwotoNeg12;
L.trail KL4 + (KL3 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*TwotoNeg12);
Ltrail :s Ltrail +

(KL2 - Trtont(Two~to2KL2)*TwotoNegl2);

N LongestInteger(K) mod D;
M ( LongestInteger(K) - N ) / D;

TwotoN := Two.to( N );
RadixtoM GetRadix.toM( );
ComputeError;
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K := -K;

RadixtoM 1.0 / RadixtoM;
Two-toN 1.0 / TwotoN;
L_lead := -L.lead; Ltrail -L-trail;

ComputeError;

K -K;

end loop;

KStep := (KLimit - 5) / 9;
K := 5.0;

for KCnt in 1..9 loop

K :=K - 2.0;

for II in 1..2 loop

K := K + 1.0;

KL1 := K*L1; KL2 K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 K*L4;

LLead KL1 + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNeg12;
LLead :=L_Lead + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3) * TwotoNeg12;
Ltrail := KL4 + (KL3 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*TwotoNegl2);

Ltrail Ltrail +
(KL2 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2)*TwotoNeg12);

N Longest Integer(K) mod D;

M ( Longest_Integer(K) - N ) / D;

TwotoN := Two.to( N );
RadixtoM.:= GetRadixtoM( M );

ComputeError;

K := -K;

Radixto_M:= 1.0 / RadixtoM;

TwotoN := 1.0 / TwotoN;
L_lead -L_lead; L_trail -L_trail;

ComputeError;

K -K;

end loop;

K := K + FloatType( KStep );
end loop;

K := FloatType( KLimit );

KL1 := K*L1; KL2 := K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 K*L4;
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LLead := KL1 + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNeg12;
LLead L_Lead + TruntoInt(Two_to_12*KL3) * TwotoNeg12;
Ltrail KL4 + (KL3 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*TwotoNeg12);
Ltrail = Ltrail +

(KL2 - Trun_to_Int(Twoto_12*KL2)*Two-toNegl2);
N LongestInteger(K) mod D;

M ( LongestInteger(K) - N ) / D;

Two-to_N := Two-to( N );
RadixtoM :GetRadixtoM( M );

ComputeError;

K :=_-K;
Radixto_H 1.0 / RadixtoM;

TwotoN :1.0 / TwotoN;
L_lead -Llead; Ltrail := -L.trail;
ComputeError;

end ExpTest;

generic

type FloatType is digits <>;

package GenericLogTest is

procedure LogTest;

-- The test program is designed and coded by Ping Tak Peter Tang,

-- Mathematics and Computer Science Division, Argonne National Lab,
-- 9700 S. Cass Ave, Argonne, IL 60439. Research funded solely
-- by the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Office
-- of the Secretary of Defense, under WPD B411.

-- Date : July 26, 1988

end GenericLogTest;

with System,

Text_I0,

GenericHexOut,

GenericSupportPackage,

-- GenericElementary_Functions;
MATHLIBM68881;

-- with Math;
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use TextIO;

package body GenericLog.Test is

-- FloatType is the generic formal parameter, and
-- LongestFloat is the floating-point type having 'DIGITS equal to

-- System.MaxDigits.

-- Assumptions:

-- This package body is portable to a particular implementation only
-- if the following assumptions are valid in that implementation:

-- (1) 6 <= System.MaxDigits <= 33
-- (2) The following assumptions are made on floating-point

-- arithmetic:

-- (a) Radix: The radix will be either 2 or 16.

-- (b) Exponent Width: We assume that the number of bits in

-- the exponent field of the floating-point format never
-- exceeds L/3, where L is the actual number of bits
-- in the mantissa of the machine.

type LongestInteger is range System.MinInt..System.MaxInt;

type LongestFloat is digits System.MaxDigits;

type Sign is ( Positivel, Negativel );
type Position is ( Lead, Trail );

package LongestFloatIO is new
FloatIO( LongestFloat );

use LongestFloatIO;

package Longest_IntegerIO is new
IntegerIO( LongestInteger );

use LongestIntegerIO;

package RealIO is new

Float_IO( FloatType );

use RealIO;

package RealSupportPackage is new

GenericSupportPackage( FloatType );
use RealSupportPackage;

-- package RealElementary_Functions is new
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--

Radix

KLimit
Plus16
Minus_16

constant FloatType :=
FloatType(FloatType'MachineRadix);

LongestInteger;

constant LongestInteger 16;

constant LongestInteger -16;

We need a very accurate value of log 2 so that k*log 2 can

be obtained accurately. This is achieved by representing

log 2 in four pieces in a way that the product of each of
the first three pieces with any value of k is exact.

The four pieces are constants in type FloatType.

Li : constant FloatType 16#0.B17#;

L2 : constant FloatType 16#0.217#E-3;

L3 : constant FloatType 16#0.F7D#E-6;

L4 : constant FloatType

16#0.1CF79_ABC9E_3B398_03F2F_6AF40_F3432_67298.B#E-9;

PM : constant array ( Sign ) of FloatType :=( 1.0, -1.0 );

Al

Bm
Cn

array C Longest-Integer
array C LongestInteger
array C Longest_Integer

Vm : array C LongestInteger
FloatType;

Wn : array C LongestInteger
FloatType;

Ul : array ( LongestInteger
Float-Type := (

((16#0.0000#, 16#0.00000#),

(-16#0.0000#, -16#0.00000#)),

range
range
range

0..15 ) of FloatType;
0..15 ) of FloatType;
0..127 ) of FloatType;

range 0..15, Sign, Position ) of

range 0..127, Sign, Position ) of

range 0..15, Sign, Position ) of

((16#0.07E0#, 16#0.A6C39_EOCCO_133E3_FO4F1_EF229_FAEAEFAE14CD#E-4),

(-16#0.0820#, -16#0.AEC4F_3A222_380B9_E3AEA_6C444_EF070_6133BC2#E-4)),

-(o

GenericElementaryFunctions( FloatType );
use RealElementaryFunctions;

package RealElementaryFunctions is new

MATHLIBJM68881( LongestFloat );

use RealElementaryFunctions;

function RealHexOut is new

GenericHexOut( Float-Type );

use Math;

ProgramError : exception;

--



((16#0.0F85#,

(-16#0.1086#,

((16#0.16F0#,

(-16#0.1933#,

((16#0.1E27#,

(-16#0.222F#,

((16#0.252A#,

(-16#0.2B7E#,

((16#0.2BFE#,

(-16#0.3527#,

((16#0.32A4#,

(-16#0.3F32#,

((16#0.391F#,

(-16#0.49A5#,

((16#0.3F72#,

(-16#0.548A#,

((16#0.459D#,

(-16#0.5FEB#,

((16#0.4BA3#,

(-16#0.6BD4#,

((16#0.5186#,

(-16#0.7852#,

((16#0.6746#,

(-16#0.8573#,

((16#0.5CE7#,
(-16#0.934B#,

((16#0.6268#,
(-16#0.A1EC#,

16#0.18600_8B153_30BE6_4B8B7_75997_898D3_474D3_37#E-4),

-16#0.98B59_E3A06_88A3FD9BF5_03372_C12FC_6C58FF1#E-4)),

16#0.D28AE_56B4B_9BE49_9B9ED_19B64_0CE50_C1EF6.50#E-4),

-16#0.5E5D5_94988_AE1D5_EA3ECCD250_89735_832FF_2F#E-4)),

16#0.076E2_AF2E5_E9EA8_7FFE1_FE9E1_SSDB9_4EBC4_01#E-4),
-16#0.1D044_FC8F7_BC671_683F8_E5BDO_3C776_A3FB_F#E-4)),

16#0.A5F03.FEA46.980BB.8E203_EDF4D_109FBC9070.F7#E-4),

-16#0.80D6A_87B63_F7052_5D9F9_040C5_B4BOA_83873_31#E-4)),

16#0.60E14_F27A7_90E7C_4140E_42477.5FCD5.5C735_SF#E-4),

-16#0.DA791_5B3C6_DE57D_4EF4B_901B9_9B9DC_622BE_3D#E-4)),

16#0.B539E_8AD68_EC826_OEA71_712CEC4CABED3CF7#E-4),

-16#0.38D96_766F2_FB328_337CC_050C6_D83B2_276E3E4#E-4)),

16#0.EF8F3_53443.584BB_03DE5_FF734_495C7_65EA7_40#E-4),

-16#0.8844D_36E49_E0EFADD9DB_02AA7_A8C3_D2437_32#E-4)),

16#0.30DAB_C7C55_1AAA8_CD86F_29A59_41240_58445_5B#E-4),

-16#0.B81CE_28F5F_3840B_263ACB4351_1046312355_7C#E-4)),

16#0.72AEAE9838_0E731_F55C4_1B8B823F06_7D04A_43#E-4),

-16#0.E8EF6_0546FB79BF_6D4CB_1225E_657CE.261E6_66#E-4)),

16#0.8AEB8_474C2.70B32.46A14_206CF_37B77_AD6FB_22#E-4),

-16#0.A5492.33741_9D56C_45DD3_E8677_4703A_763E8_23#E-4)),

16#0.2F087_17B09_F42DECDECCF1CD1_05772_CD24C_00#E-4),
-16#0.28689_C9B36_537E3_375B2_047FB_21979_8D58B_25#E-4)),

16#0.F6FD6_02729_42363_83DC7_FE115_9F380_B4A6B_42#E-4),

-16#0.B7168_2A7D2_1AE21F9F89_C1AB8_0B26B_96CFD_07#E-4)),

16#0.5FDAEF401A.73893_14FEB_4FBDEAADDE1ODCEA#E-4),
-16#0.1089A_6DC93_C1DF5_B3B6_0554E_15187_A486E_65#E-4)),

16#0.CE1BO_5096A_D69C6_20440_F055B.3FFC6_3281B_40#E-4),
-16#0.FF97C_91E26_7BOB7_EFAEO. 8E597_E166DABFSF_2F#E-4))

NTermsTaylorArctanh : array ( Longest_Integer range 1..33 ) of
Longest-Integer

C 1..6=>3, 7..18=>6, 19..33=>10 );

PM1 : FloatType;

function Arctanh_MinusX( X FloatType ) return
Float .Type is

A : constant array ( LongestInteger range 2..10 ) of

Float-Type
:( 1.0/3.0, 1.0/5.0, 1.0/7.0, 1.0/9.0, 1.0/11.0,

1.0/13.0, 1.0/15.0, 1.0/17.0, 1.0/19.0 );

Taylor, Xsq : FloatType;

begin
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Taylor := A(NTermsTaylorArctanh(FloatType'Base'Digits));

Xsq := X * X;
for K in reverse
2..NTermsTaylorArctanh(FloatType'Base'Digits)-1 loop

Taylor := Taylor * Xsq + A( K );

end loop;

Taylor := X * Xsq * Taylor;

return (Taylor);

end ArctanhMinusJ;

function ArctanhX( X : FloatType ) return

FloatType is

A : constant array ( LongestInteger range 1..5 ) of

FloatType

:=( 1.0/3.0, 1.0/5.0, 1.0/7.0, 1.0/9.0, 1.0/11.0 );

NTerms : constant array ( LongestInteger range 1..33 ) of

LongestInteger :=( 1..6 => 2, 7..18 => 3, 19..33 => 5 );

Taylor, Xsq : FloatType;

begin

Taylor := A(NTerms(FloatType'Base'Digits));

Xsq := X * X;
for K in reverse

1..N.Terms(FloatType'Base'Digits)-1 loop

Taylor := Taylor * Xsq + A( K );

end loop;

Taylor := X + X * Xsq * Taylor;

return (Taylor);

end ArctanhX;

-- GetRadixtoM is a function that returns the value Radix**M

-- by repeated multiplies.

function GetRadixto_M ( M : LongestInteger )
return FloatType is



Factor
Powers
Multiplier

I, J

FloatType;

FloatType := 1.0;

FloatType 1.0;

LongestInteger;

begin

if M > 0 then
Factor Radix;

I := M;
else

Factor 1.0 / Radix;
I := -M;

end if;
Powers Factor;

while I >= 2 loop

J: I mod 2;

I I / 2;
if J = 1 then
Multiplier Multiplier * Powers;

end if;
Powers Powers * Powers;

end loop;

i M /= 0 then
Multiplier Multiplier * Powers;

end if;
return ( Multiplier );

end GetRadixtoM;

-- TruntoInt is a function that truncates a floating point
-- value in [-2**(14), 2**(14)] to an integer value.

function TruntoInt ( X : FloatType ) return Float-Type is

IBuffer : Longest_Integer;

Y : FloatType;

begin

Y abs( X );
IBuffer := LongestInteger(Y);
if FloatType(IBuffer) > Y then

I _Buffer IBuffer - 1;
end if;
if X >= 0.0 then
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return ( FloatType(IBuffer) );

else
return ( FloatType(-IBuffer) );

end if;

end TruntoInt;

-- This is the test procedure for the exponential function

procedure LogTest is separate;

begin

-- The following is a sequence of statements that initialize

-- the test program. We first check for obvious violation

-- of the assumptions that the program makes.

if ( FloatType'Base'Digits > 33 or
FloatType'Base'Digits < 6 ) then

raise ProgramError;

end if;

if ( FloatType'MachineRadix / 2 and

FloatType'Machine_Radix 1= 16 ) then
raise ProgramError;

end if;

-- Determine KLimit to be the maximum integer <= System.MaxInt
-- and <= FloatType'Safee_Emax-1.

if (System.MaxInt >= FloatType'SsfeEmax-1) then
KLimit FloatType'SafeEmax - 1;

else
KLimit System.MaxInt;
NewLine(2);
Put( "WARNING: Cannot test argument near the over/underflow" );

NewLine;
Put( " due to large value of FloatType'SafeeEmax" );
NewLine(2);

end if;
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-- Initialize the values of Al, Bm, and Cn

for 1 in LongestInteger'(0)..15 loop

Al( 1 ) := FloatType( 1 ) * 2#1.0#E-5;
end loop;

for m in LongestInteger'(0)..15 loop
Bm( m ) :FloatType( m ) * 2#1.0#E-9;

end loop;

for n in LongestInteger'(0)..127 loop

Cn( n ) := FloatType( n ) * 2#1.0#E-16;
end loop;

-- Initialize the values of log( 1 + Bm ) and log( 1 - Bm )
for m in LongestInteger'(0)..15 loop

for S in Sign loop

Vm(m, S, Lead) PM(S)*Bm(m) - Bm(m)*Bm(m)*0.5;

PM1 := 1.0;

Vm(m, S, Trail) PM1 / 27.0;

for K in reverse LongestInteger'(3)..26 loop

PM1 -PM1;

Vm(m, S, Trail) := Vm(m, S, Trail) * PM(S)*Bm(m)
+ (PM1/FloatType(K));

end loop;

Vm(m, S, Trail) := PM(S)*Bm(m)*Bm(m)*Bm(m)*Vm(m, S, Trail);

end loop;

end loop;

-- Initialize the values of log( 1 + Cn ) and log( 1 - Cn )
for n in LongestInteger'(0)..127 loop

for S in Sign loop

Wn(n, S, Lead) PM(S)*Cn(n);

PM1 := 1.0;

Wn(n, S, Trail) PM1 / 15.0;

for K in reverse LongestInteger'(2)..14 loop

PM1 :=-PM1;
Wn(n, S, Trail) := Wn(n, S, Trail) * PM(S)*Cn(n)

+ (PM1/FloatType(K));

end loop;
Wn(n, S, Trail) := Cn(n)*Cn(n)*Wn(n, S, Trail);

end loop;

end loop;
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end GenericLogTest;

separate ( GenericLogTest )

-- This version would NOT work on machines without a guard bit
-- in subtraction. Modifications to accommodate that are

-- straightforward but would change each of the critical subtractions

-- into a test and possibly two subtractions.

procedure Log-Test is

type Type.ofTest is ( Primary, NonPrimary );

KL1, KL2, KL3, KL4, Llead, Ltrail, Two_to_N1,

RadixtoM1, Weight, TwotoK, K : FloatType;

OneMinusEps : constant FloatType 1.0 -
3.0*FloatType'Base'Epsilon;

-- This initialization of Ulpofj is not portable as the
-- attribute 'MachineMantissa is ambiguously defined in
-- the friendly

Ulpof_1

Two-to_12
TwotoNegl2
Two-to

NRandomArg
KStep
D, M1, NI

T.stID

reference manual.
constant FloatType
FloatType(FloatTyp6'MachineRadix)**

(-Integer'(Float _Type'MachineMantissa)+1);

constant FloatType 2#1.0#E12;
constant FloatType 2#1.0#E-12;
constant array ( LongestInteger range 0..3 )
of FloatType := ( 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 );

LongestInteger;
Longest_Integer;

LongestInteger;

TypeofTest;

DblX, DblY, DblZ, DblT, Dbl_S : Float;

procedure TestNear_1;

procedure TestGeneral;
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procedure TestIear1 is

Lead, IX trail, S, S1, T, R1, R2, R3, Alpha,

Computed-Log, AccurateLog, Error,

ScaleMiddle, ScaleSmall, Scale-Large,

TwomK, TwomKmi, Two~mKpl,

PosME, legME, PosT, Neg_T, PosVal, NegVal,

BadT, BadVal FloatType;

Two : constant FloatType := 2.0;

Six : constant Integer 6;

Twelve : constant Integer 12;

begin

PosME := 0.0; MegME :0.0; PosT :0.0; NegT.:= 0.0;

PosVal := 0.0; NegHVal := 0.0;

Weight OneMinusEps;

I.RandoArg := 400;

for K in reverse Six..Twelve loop

TwomK : To**(-K);

TwomKmi := Two**(-K-1);

TwomKp1:= To**(-K+1);

ScaleMiddle 1.0 / ( TwomK * UlpofA_1 );

ScaleSmall 1.0 / ( TwomKmi * Ulpof_1 );

ScaleLarge 1.0 / ( TwojmKpi * Ulpof_1 );

for 3 in LongestInteger'(2**(12-K))..2**(13-K)-1 loop
for I is 1..N_Random_Arg loop

X.lead Two toNeg12 * FloatType(J);

IXtrail RANDOM;

Trail Two-toNeg12 * XTrail * XTrail * Weight;

Si Xlead + Xtrail;
T 1.0 + S1;
S := T - 1.0;

I.trail := S - Xlead;

--we now have T = 1 + (X-lead + Xtrail) exactly

--compute accurate log(T)

R1 := S - X.lead * Xjlead * 0.5;
Alpha := S / ( 2.0 + S );
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R3 0.5*S*S*Alpha -
0.5*Xtrail*(Xlead+Xlead+Xtrail);

R2 2.0 * ArctanhMinusX( Alpha ) + R3;
Accurate-Log := R1 + R2;

--we now have an accurate LOG(T) given as R1 + R2

--invoke the LOG function under test

--ComputedLog RealElementaryFunctions.Log( T );

ComputedLog FloatType( Log( Longest.Float(T) ) );

Error := (R1 - ComputedLog) + R2;
-- Scaling of error
if AccurateLog >= Twomk then

Error Error * Scale_Middle;

else
Error Error * Scale_Small;

end if;

-- Find maximum of error

if Error > PosME then
PosME Error;

PosT := T;

PosVal ComputedLog;

elsif Error < NegME then
NegME := Error;

NegT T;
Neg-Val ComputedLog;

end if;

T 1.0 - Si;
S := T - 1.0;

Xtrail abs(S) - Xlead;
--we now have T = 1 - (X.lead + Xtrail) exactly

--compute accurate log(T)
R1 := S - Xlead * Xlead * 0.5;
Alpha := S / ( 2.0 + S );

R3 0.5*S*S*Alpha -
0.5*Xtrail*(Xlead+X_lead+Xtrail);

R2 2.0 * Arctanh_MinusX( Alpha ) + R3;
Accurate-Log := RI + R2;

--we now have an accurate LOG(T) given as R1 + R2

--invoke the LOG function under test

--ComputedLog := RealElementaryFunctions.Log( T );

ComputedLog FloatType( Log( LongestFloat(T) ) );

Error := (R1 - ComputedLog) + R2;
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-- Scaling of error
if abs(AccurateLog) >= Twomkpl then

Error Error * ScaleLarge;
else

Error Error * Scale_Middle;

end if;

-- Find maximum of error
if Error > PosME then

PosME Error;

PosjT := T;
Pos_Val ComputedLog;

elsif Error < NegME then
NegME :=Error;

NegT T;

NegVal ComputedLog;

end if;

end loop;

--end loop of I

end loop;
-- end of loop in J

end loop;

--end of loop in K

--Report the maximum error for this interval

if ( PosME > -NegME ) then
BadT :PosT; BadVal PosVal;

else
BadT NegT; BadVal NegVal;

end if;

Put(" 400K arguments tested in 1 +- [2**(-12), 2**(-)] ");

New-Line;
Put("[ "); Put( NegME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3, Exp => 0 );
Put(", "); Put( PosME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3, Exp => 0 );
Put(" ] "); Put( RealHexOut(BadT) ); Put(" ");

Put( RealHexOut(BadVal) ); NewLine(3);

end TestNearj;

procedure Test-General is

X, Y1, Y, Z1, Z, S, T. T1, T2, R1, R2, R3, Alpha,

ComputedLog, AccurateLog, Error,
PosME, NegME, PosT, NegT, PosVal, NegVal,
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BadT, BadVal, RadixtoP, Radixto_Ppl, RadixtoPm1,

TmpVal, ScaleMiddle, ScaleSmall, ScaleLarge,

LogBetaLead, LogBetaTrail,

LogBetaLead_1, LogBetaTrail_1 FloatType;

StartID : constant array ( TypeofTest ) of LongestInteger
( 1, 0 );

Radix : constant FloatType
FloatType(FloatType'Base'MachineRadix);

N : LongestInteger;

begin

PosME 0.0; NegME 0.0; Pos_T 0.0; NegT :0.0;

Pos_Val 0.0; Neg_Val := 0.0;
Weight := 2#1.0#E-15 * OneMinusEps;

for L in Start_ID( TestID ). .15 loop

for M in LongestInteger'(0)..15 loop

Y1 Al(L) + Bm(M);

ZI Al(L) * Bm(M);

if ( TestID = Primary ) then

TmpVal := Y1 + Z1;

RadixtoP := Radix;
while ( RadixtoP > TmpVal ) loop

RadixtoP :RadixtoP / Radix;
end loop;

RadixtoPpl RadixtoP * Radix;
RadixtoPml RadixtoP / Radix;

-- RadixtoP <= TmpVal < Radixto_
ScaleMiddle :=1.0 / C Radix~toP
ScaleSmall 1.0 / ( Radixto.Pml
ScaleLarge 1.0 / ( RadixtoPpl

Pp1
*

*

*

Ulpof- 1
Ulpof_1
Ulpof_-1

);

);

);

else

TmpVal
abs(K * 0.69314_71805_59945_30941_72321_21458_17656);

-- TmpVal = K log2
RadixtoPpl := 1.0 / Radix;
while ( RadixtoPpl <= TmpVal ) loop

RadixtoPpl RadixtoPp1 * Radix;
end loop;
RadixtoP : RadixtoPpl / Radix;
RadixtoPml RadixtoP / Radix;



-- RadixtoP <= TmpVal < RadixtoPpl

ScaleMiddle 1.0 / ( RadixtoP * Ulpofl1 );
ScaleSmall 1.0 / ( RadixtoPml * Ulpof_1 );
ScaleLarge 1.0 / ( RadixtoPpl * Ulpofj );

end if;

for H in Sign loop

LogBetaLead_ :Ul(L,H,Lead) + Vm(M,H,Lead);
LogBetaTrail_1 Ul(LH,Trail) + Vm(M,H,Trail);

for I in 1..2*NRandomArg loop

N Longest_Integer( TruntoInt( 127.0 * RANDOM ) );
Y Y1 * Cn(N);

Z Z1 * Cn(N);

LogBetaLead := LogBetaLead_1 + Wn(N,H,Lead);
LogBetaTrail:= LogBetaTrail_1 + Wn(N,H,Trail);

S (1.0 + PM(H)*Al(L)) * (1.0 + PM(H)*Bm(M));

Ti S * Cn(N);

X RANDOM;
X Weight * X * X;

T2 := S + PM(H)*(T1 + X);
T Twoto_K * T2;

T2 T / TwotoK;

X :T2-S;
X X - PM(H)*Cn(N);

X :=X -Y;

X X - PM(H)*Z;

--T is now TwotoK * ( (1+hAl)(1+hBm)(1+hCn) + X )
--exactly.

Alpha := X / ( T2 + (S + PM(H)*T1) );

R3 ArctanhX(Alpha);
R3 R3 + R3;
R3 R3 + LogBetaTrail;
R3 R3 + LTrail;

R2 LogBetaLead;

R1: Llead;
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if ( abs(R1) < 4.0*abs(R2) ) then

R1 R1 + R2;
R2 0.0;

end if;

AccurateLog

ComputedLog

--ComputedLog :=

R1 + (R2 + R3);

FloatType( LOG( LongestFloat(T) ) );
RealElementaryFunctions.Log(T);

Error := ((R1 - ComputedLog) + R2) + R3;

-- Scaling of error

if abs(AccurateLog) >= RadixtoPpi then
Error := Error * ScaleLarge;

elsif abs(AccurateLog) >= Radix_to_P then

Error Error * ScaleMiddle;
else

Error Error * Scale_Small;
end if;

-- Find maximum of error

if Error > PosME then
PosME Error;

PosT =T;
PosVal ComputedLog;

elsif Error < NegME then
NegME := Error;

NegT T;

Neg-Val ComputedLog;

end if;

end loop; --end of N_RandomArg loop

end loop; --end of Sign loop.

end loop; -- end of M loop

end loop; -- end of L loop

--Report the maximum error for this interval
if ( PosME > -NegME ) then

BadT :Pos_T; BadVal PosVal;
else

BadT NegT; BadVal NegVal;
end if;
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Nev.Line;
Put(" "); Put( LongestInteger(K), Width =>
Put("["); Put( NegJME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3,
Put(","); Put( PosME, Fore => 2, Aft => 3,
Put("] ");Put( Real_Hex.Out(Bad_T) ); Put("

Put( RealHexOut(BadVal) ); NewLine;

end TestGeneral;

begin

if ( Radix = 2.0 ) then

D :=-1;
elsif ( Radix = 16.0 ) then

D := 4;
else

raise ProgramError;

end if;

6 ); Put(" ');
Exp => 0 );
Exp => 0 );

"1) ;

NewLine(2);

Testear1;

Get( NRandomArg );

NewLine(5);
Put("Testing ");Put(

Put("K arguments in
New.Line(2);

Put("
Put("
NewLine;

K"); Put("

Worst Argume

2*NRandomArg, Width => 0 );

intervals 2**K*[1/sqrt(2) ,sgrt(2)]");

Error in ULPs ");

nt T "); Put(" Computed Value at T");

LLead 0.0;

LTrail 0.0;
TestID Primary;
TwotoK 1.0;
K := 0.0;
TestGeneral;

TestID := NonPrimary;
for KCnt in 1..3 loop
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K := K + 1.0;
KL1 := K*L1; KL2 := K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 := K*L4;

LLead := KL1 + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNeg12;

LLead := LLead + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3) * TwotoNeg12;

Ltrail KL4 + (KL3 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*Two_toNeg12);

L_trail = Ltrail +
(KL2 - TruntoInt(Twoto.12*KL2)*TwotoNeg12);

Ni LongestInteger(K) mod D;
MI ( LongestInteger(K) - Ni ) / D;
Two-toN1 := Two.to( Ni );

Radix-toM1 := Get.RadixtoM( M1 );

Two-toK := Two.toNl * Radix-toM1;

TestGeneral;

K -K;
TwotoK :1.0 / Two-toK;
Llead := -Ljlead; Ltrail -L-trail;

TestGeneral;

K -K;

end loop;

K.Step (K_Limit - 5) / 9;

K := 5.0;

for KCnt in 1..9 loop
K := K - 2.0;
for II in 1..2 loop

K :=K + 1.0;

KLI := K*L1; KL2 := K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 K*L4;

LLead := KL1 + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNeg12;

LLead L.=LLead + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3) * TwotoNeg12;

Ltrail KL4 + (KL3 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*TwotoNegi2);

L -trail L_trail +

(KL2 - TruntoIiit(Twoto_12*KL2)*TwotoNeg12);

Ni LongestInteger(K) mod D;

M1 ( LongestInteger(K) - Ni ) / D;

TwotoN1 := Two-to( NI );

RadixtoMi := GetRadix-toM( MI );

Twoto_K := TwotoN1 * Radix-toMi;

TestGeneral;

K := -K;



TwotoK := 1.0 / Two-toK;
Llead := -L-lead; Ltrail -L-trail;

TestGeneral;

K := -K;

end loop;

K := K + FloatType( KStep );
end loop;

K := FloatType( KLimit );

KLI := K*L1; KL2 K*L2; KL3 := K*L3; KL4 K*L4;

LLead KL1 + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2) * TwotoNegl2;
LLead L.Lead + TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3) * TwotoNegl2;
Ltrail KL4 + (KL3 - rruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL3)*Two_toNegl2);
Ltrail Ltrail +

(KL2 - TruntoInt(Twoto_12*KL2)*TwotoNegl2);
Ni LongestInteger(K) mod D;
Mi ( Longest_-Integer(K) - Ni ) / D;
TwotoN1 := Two.to( Ni );
Radix.toMl := GetRadix-to.M( MI );
TwotoK := TwotoN1 * RadixtoM1;
Test _General;

K :=_-K;
Two _toK :1.0 / TwotoK;
Llead := -Ljlead; Ltrail -Ljtrail;

Test_General;

end LogTest;
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